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Now! Have

that glorious

SUMMER-TAN LOOK
G E Sunlamp fans like

the sun

EVER long for the admiring glances thai
greet the girl or

A

man

with a radiant tan/

General Electric Sunlamp

that glorious
the type

Only

who

S8.50.

socket.

Many

will give

"summer-tan look,"

if

you

vou are

summer sun.
Kits any ordinary AC lamp
tans under the

inexpensive holders and stand-

ards are available.

Get your G-K Sunlamp today! Use as
directed on the package. Sold by most stores
that carry famous G-K lamp bulbs.

V

45*
...

<
OAILT VITAMIN 0. The ultraviolet ra\ - <>l u <;-K
Sunlamp help children develop -lron» hone* ami
teeth by helping their bodies build vitamin I).

THI WHOLI PA MILT ran gel iheir tan* in bedroom,
bathroom, playroom. I -e a <»enerul Klrrlric Sun*
lamp regularly, a few tnhnilc* every day.

Accepted by Council on Phyiicol Medicine and Rehabilitation
of the American Medical Association

You can put your confidence in—

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
ted material

YOU GET TWICE THE PROTECTION WITH NEW IPANA

TOOTH PASTE

A.C.

^tautoaigtfat to reduce decay-

CMrtqfr/tyM to keep bad breath away!
Never before IPANA A.C.
could you get doubly-effective

mouth protection
For your family, for yourself, here
painful, expensive cavities.

New

is

like this!
new

protection against

protection against

mouth

odor for hours!
Both of these benefits are yours with

Paste because

it

new Ipana A.C. Tooth

combines cavity-fighting ammoniated

in-

gredients with odor-destroying chlorophyll.

No

ordinary chlorophyll or ammoniated tooth paste— no
other type of tooth paste — can give you the kind of doublyeffectivc mouth care you get with Ipana A.C.

Take care of your gums, too. Brushing
A.C. from

gum

irritants that

gums— get Ipana A.C.

Lally

teeth with Il'AN'A

margins toward biting edges helps remove

can lead to

gum

troubles.

For

teeth, breath,

today.

Twins get "Twin Protection" with IPANA A.C.

Popular Joanne and Janet Lally of Bronx, N. Y. think it's fun to be twins. "We plan
tiros." says Joanne. '"Yes," adds Janet, "we even have a tooth paste that
does two wonderful things for us!" Joanne preferred an ammoniated tooth paste— Janet
favored a chlorophyll tooth paste— and they found both protectors in Ipaxa A.C!
everything in

Guaranteed Not to Stain — by American

Institute of

Laun-

dering. Unlike green tooth pastes that leave ugly stains,

Ipana A.C. washes

from towels, washbowl, tooth
brush. And Joanne and Janet both like its clean, refreshing
flavor— chosen by young folks as well as grown-ups in actual
easily

taste tests.

Ask for the

New

IPANA

A.C.

"Decay Bacteria"* Destroyed!
Photo (above, left) shows more than
1.000,000 "decay bacteria." the 'Lactobacilli so many dentists believe
cause tooth decay. Photo (right), after
adding Ipana A.C. shows "decay bacteria" almost 100*T< destroyed.
Also, a 2-ycar test proved the ammoniated formula twice as effective in
•educing tooth decay as the ordinary
dentifrice tested.

Mouth Odor Stopped

for Hours!

Laboratory tests with an odor-measuring osmometer proved that Ipana
A.C. Tooth Paste definitely stopped
unplcasing mouth odor in every single

case— even

after

4

hours! Its active

LARGE SIZE

ONLY
a rrodwei

of

BrittaWrm

chlorophyll — Nature's magic green de-

odorant—protects your breath, leaves
your mouth feeling so clean and fresh.

GIANT SIZE

ONLY

f
O/'
j.

594

Costs less to try tha n leading chlorophyll pastes!

Thi e One

UQ7A- J3K-6UNX

"Horry

n<*r#»r

puis up the lop. k Sanfurized* shirts, yoii know!"

'Thai's right, door! Only

my

'Sanforize*!' shorts.

mm

GARMENTS
THAT SHRINK OUT OF FIT
ALWAYS INSIST ON SEEING
THE "SANFORIZED" TRADE-MARK
BEFORE YOU BUY.'
MAKE EVEN YOUR FAVORITE SALESMAN
SHOW YOU 'SANFORIZED" ON THE LABEL.
MISTER.' AVOID COTTON

"He's happy

Cluett,

Peabody

&

to

do

it,

Co., Inc. permits

lady. See the •Sanforized^ la!>el?**

tiBe

of its trade-mark "Sanforized," adopted in 1930, only

trade-mark "Sanforized"
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TKUTHONE. COMP

AWARD

vMF,S

1

HONOR

OF

i

FOR

AN OUTSTANDING
SAFITY PERFORMANCE

Ned H. Dearborn

(

left),

president of the National Safety Council, presenting the

Award

of

Honor

to Cleo F. Craig, president oj the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Bell telephone companies receive
highest award of national safety council
Bell telephone

Award

of

men and women

Honor presented

National Safety Council.

of an outstanding record for
It is

no accident

leads in safety.

to

are

them

two

proud of the

recently by the

The award was
years.

And on

the wall of every Bell

telephone building are these words

— "No

is

so urgent that

job

is

so

we cannot

take time to perform our work safely."

The lineman on

the pole, the driver on the high-

way, the operator at the switchboard, the

that the communications industry

Telephone equipment and buildings

are designed for safety.

important and no service

in recognition

women
live

up

in the business offices

— all

men and

have tried hard to

to this safety creed.

We're

grateful for this

award and we're going to

keep on trying to make the record even better.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
"A Good Place

fo

Work"

3

J

r

Here's

how 100.000

families learned

over 100.000 families have learned to relax as they
YES,
just by sitting down and leaning
never have before
.

back

in a

.

.

BarcaLounger.

as fifteen minutes in this amazing chair gives your
welcome rest, soothes tense nerves and aching muscles. Proud owners tell us it s more refreshing than a nap
in bed! In fact, at bedtime, ihe BarcaLounger puts you in
the perfect, drowsy mood for a sound night's sleep. At dinnertime, a few minutes' rest in a BarcaLounger perks up tired
appetites. Start relaxing now... it can add years to your life

As

little

heart a

!

Improved "Floating Comfort." Professor Anton
1
Lorenz developed "Floating Comfort' -fr -

The

secret:

years ago

from photographs of people
Now he has made dras-

floating in water.
tically

new improvements

in this basic idea.

inese new

patented features, available exclusively in the new BareaLoungers, give you fully balanced posture control. The back-

NO RECLINING CHAIR

IS

and leg-rest move independently to cradle your
whole body in any position from sitting to full reclining.

A

a gadget! We don't need
to sell you on the BarcaLounger. You'll sell yourself when
you see it, sit in it
and find out how little it costs! It's a
fine piece of furniture, painstakingly made by skilled craftsmen. ..with custom-built features not found in ordinary furniture today (study the drawing below). You have a choice
of many handsome styles, in rich fabrics, fine leather and
smart plastic. The BarcaLounger "belongs"' in any room!
You'll never be satisfied with an imitation. So be sure you
gel the genuine BarcaLounger. Insist on seeing the bronze
Barcalo nameplate under the leg-rest. At fine furniture and
department stores everywhere.
fine piece of furniture. .not

BETTER BUILT THAN A

H ADUAM I

Modal SIS D<-co»h>r Srri« l>. ihe prmfMkd
mood. AdjOM&lc hroii-roll for a.l.lr.l comfort, tiijm
whrn not in um.
back out of

rest, seat

SPIINC
TfNltON IN ff AT
AND BACK-II It

.

.

.

.

BARCALOUNGER
Write (or frae
lets

RELAX

illustrated

dealer. And
new Harcahoiinfjers

LouitgeX

favorite slore

IN THE

ONE AND ONLY

book-

ami name of nearest Barcasee the
at

your

now. In beautiful

decorator fabrics, plasties, and
leather. Barcalo

INDIMNOf NT
MOVf MIMI
©» BACK-MIT
II A T AMD 110

Company, Dept.

New

Manufacturing
f.TIMTf.

LL, Buffalo 4,

York.

Opr.

4

fcv

loss. B.rralo Mfg. Co.

BARCALO OF BUFFALO

In C.n.H..

't

uioxu

New Wfes t iigh ouse Television
i

with clear pictures that stay clear
priced as low as $ 199.95#

nwMM

NO FLUTTER

NO STREAKS
Now, wherever you
cally.

you can

live,

NO FLOP-OVER

pet clear pictures that stay clear automati-

Westinghouse exclusive Electronic

Clarifier detects

and

rejects the causes

of streaks, flutter, and flop-over.

New Area

Selector automatically adjusts

any in-hetween

distant, or

for strongest reception of local,

station.

New Advanced Cascode

100-mile-plus Tuner produces

clearer pictures

from longer distances than ever before possible.

Complete

UHF flexibility lets you add one channel, or

your Westinghouse with

UHF

all

channels, or buy

reception built in.

Glare-free optical system with cylindrical-face picture tube and slanted front
glass eliminate

Single Dial

new

UHF

annoying

Tuning

is

glare.

the simplest, easiest tuning system ever for

VHF

and

stations.

Never before has any television set offered so much for so little. Compare
Westinghouse with any other make. New models at your dealer's now.

Free Booklet:

Write for

your name and address

to

"How to

Get

What You Want in a TV Set." Send

Westinghouse Television- Radio Division, Dept. L-l.,

Sunbur); Pa.

21-INCH BLOND- FINISH CONSOLE
modern living, this fine Westinghouse set
combines top performance and style. It is but one of the many
fine Westinghouse sets at your dealer's now. Picture sizes
range from 17" to 2 V, and prices start as low as §199.95*,
including Federal Tax and Warranty, full year on picture
lube. Model illustrated, The Leland, (755K21). Also available
in mahogany finish, (754K21). Your Westinghouse dealer
now offers liberal terms and generous trade-in allowance.
Ideal for today's

'Price slightly higher in H'est and South.
Subject to change without notice.

you CAN BE SUM... if
Tune

in

TV's top dramatic

show

^Westinghouse

it's

WESTINGHOUSE STUDIO ONE

.

.

.

every week on CBS-TV

IN \ "CABItlOI.K."
which should he i leap
where both calve?, heat in
midair. Da\ is shows his
jumping s|\le at school.

SPEAKING OF
.This

is

how Olympic high jumper

ball

("Buddy") Davis, 22, is a Texas oilworker anil basketplayer who lias one consuming amliilion: to become the

first

human

\X alter

to

jump -even

feel off the

ground,

lie

came

with-

2/3 inches of it when he won the high jump at the Olymsummer. Liter he told a sportsw riter, "I'd do anyeven knock my head against a wall if I thought it
would help me break the record."
These words came to the attention of Roland Guerard, a
onetime Mar of the Ballet Kusse de Monte Carlo and now a
teacher at a ballet school in Houston. Guerard, w ho at 47 can
in

.'5

pics last

thing

IN

\

U-iul.

"I'UK,"

;i

k

Davis frames line of

apprentice Iwillcriuas heIween oul-pread le^s as he

still

take> exercises at the har.

month

—

leap over five feet, hail just the thing for Davis: a three-

training in the rigors and graces of the classic dance

PICTURES
tried ballet in
to teach

him

an

IN A "RELEVE"

il

the

Davis fails to pet up
on demi -point and turn
his knee out as some nf
the girl dancers are doing.
Itar

.

effort to get

.

higher

better control of his whole body. Davis was

game. Regularly he would slip inconspicuously over to the
dancing school. There, his huge frame (6 feet, 8 inches) in
his Olympic track uniform towering over the dainty, leotardclad girl students, he painstakingly applied himself to learning ballet leaps, attitudes and positions.
Davis felt the lessons were limbering him up fine for a shot
at the record. But he came a cropper at a meet in Washington,
D.C. He was making a routine jump at a piddling 6 feet, 7
inches, knocked the bar off, landed the wrong way on a hard
mat and went rolling in pain, with a sprained ankle. Now
he may neither high-jump nor toe-dance for weeks to come.

TROUBLE

IN
after having sprained his right ankle landing in a Washingmeet, Davis lies on
the llonr writhing in pain.
ton
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^ The Most Famous

Paintings of

cjLwnardo da Vinci
THE LATEST EXAMPLE OF

AN EXCITING PROJECT BY WHICH

The Metropolitan
IT—*

Museum

5EPIA DDI

of Art

WILL BRING THE TREASURES OF THE WORLD'S ART MUSEUMS

home

into your

.

.

24 Miniatures
including details of THE
.

hundred

.

|

jor yourself and jour children

IN FULL

.with a 32 -page descriptive Album

years ago an illegitimate

Thus, eventually, the most interesting and

in the little Italian village

most representative work of every period,

of Vinci. This unwanted child, named

school and great painter from leading muse-

Five
child was born

Leonardo, "grew up from the obscurity and
humiliation of his birth to

become

the very

incarnation of the Italian Renaissance and
the

COLOR— IN SIZE SHOWN'

LAST SUPPER and otherfamous paintings

patron

saint

of

all

who

love

beauty

and truth."

Today

ums

here and in Europe will be encompassed.

In effect, as

it

proceeds, the project will be an

informal but comprehensive course, carried

on by

the

Museum,

appreciation of

the immortal paintings which Leo-

nardo bequeathed to the world arc scattered

nature that
all

it

art.

in

both the history and

Yet the plan

is

of such a

PRICE FOR THE FULL SET

can be enjoyed by persons of
o(M<

ages.

OF 24. MINIATURES

through the museums of France,
England.
of

To

travel.

some

see

Italy and
them would require months

Indeed, despite

all

including

/

precautions,

and
shadows of

are slowly deteriorating with age

sooner or

later will

vanish into

((

v

about the artist and his work:

ARl

Fortunately for art lovers. The Metropoli-

Museum

of Art has reproduced the most

famous of Leonardo's paintings

*L25

f LEASE NOTE: Since The Metropolitan Museum is unequipped to handle the details involved in this project, it has
arranged to have the Bon k-of-thc- Month Club, of New York,
act as its national distributor. The selection of subjects and
the preparation of the color prints remain wholly under the
supervision of the Museum. All matters having to do with
distribution are handled by the Book-of-ihe-Month Club.

themselves.

tan

a 32-page Album

containing explanatory notes

in their pres-

ent glory, so that families everywhere can

study and enjoy them in their

own homes.

Once a month the Museum prepares

sep-

arate sets of full-color prints, such as this.

Each

set deals with

a different

artist

or school

and contains 24 fine Miniatures (of the size
shown) and a 32-pagc Album, in which the
artists and their work are discussed, and in
which the prints can be affixed in given spaces.

A SUGGESTION:
this single set

scribe

now on

To

acquaint yourself visually with the project,

we

suggest that you send for

of 24 Miniatures of Masterpieces of Leonardo da Vinci. Or,
a continuing basis,

you can do so with

you wish to subyou phase. Espe-

if

the right to stop whenever

work of Michelangelo and ToulouseLautrec. As a subscriber you will receive with your first Album, and with every sixth thereafter, a handsome Portfolio in which the Albums may be kept for constant enjoyment and
reference. The price for each set is SI. 25, including the Album.
cially

valuable sets that

will shortly follow will present the

COD'

NOW: CHROMSPUN,
you'll live in,

A new

fiber is

work

in,

play in. ..its color won't

about to bring a blessing of bright

color into your

nishings for your

life

... in clothes, in fabric Inr-

home

that

keep their lovely color.

Chromspun.
Chromspun is the revolutionary new liber development of the Tennessee Eastman Company, a
division of the Eastman Kodak Company. It's an
Its

easy-to-rcmember name

is

acetate fiber w ith the color locked in. and Eastman 's

CHROMSPUN FIBERS look

like

this

as they flow

from the spinneret with color already built-in.
Each separate fiber is color clear through.

the rainbow fiber

spiration,

because

grow dim.
And

washing, dry-cleaning, crocking.

it

is

family, fabrics

a

member

of the Eastman acetate

woven of

this fiber also offer

you

high resistance to shrinkage and wrinkling, a luxurious look and feel, superb draping qualities, easy
cleaning, quick drying and

immunity

to

moths

and mildew.
You can buy Chromspun now in dresses, suits,
blouses, separates, at-home clothes, sport,-- wear,
neckties, raincoats, umbrellas; for your house, curtains, draperies, bedspreads, lampshades, and soon,

answer to fabrics that fade, streak, run, problems
that have plagued consumers for generations. What
Chromspun means to you is a rainbow of exciting
new fabrics to live in, work in, play in, w ith qualities of color fastness never before achieved by any
other type of textile fiber, natural or man-made.
For, Chromspun promises you life-of-the-fabric

other

color fastness to light, atmospheric fumes, per-

TENNESSEE EASTMAN COMPANY,

in

home

furnishings.

Look

for

Chromspun now

the finest stores. Ask for Chromspun.

name

you'll find easy to

It's

a

remember.
260

MADISON AVENUE,

N. Y.

^

FROM BASIC Chromspun colors like these, alone or in
combination, comes an unlimited range of fashion colors
in

a

variety

beautiful

taffetas, twills,

sheers;

all

baratheas,

with

of

Chromspun

failles, repps,

life -of. the -fabric

fabrics:

satins,

ottomans, jersrvs.

color fastness to light,

atmospheric fumes, perspiration, washing, dry cleaning.

COLOR-LOCKED CHROMSPUN challenges weavers to develop new color
Here, a loomful of Chromspun changeable taffeta in the making.

effects.

A SAMPLING of the fabulous
fabrics awaiting

you

to-wear clothes and

at

Chromspun rainbow of

vard goods counters,

home

in

ready-

furnishingacccssorie.-..

Shown

here: (lobbies, stripe-, solids, plaids, pin-dots, checks.

CHROMSPUN

IS

THE COLOR-LOCKED

ACETATE FIBER

TENNESSEE EASTMAN COMPANY,

division of

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

The

SfiinnMi"

Chrmler Wimhor Deluxe Convertible

offers

AMERICA'S

you driving benefits

nowhere

available
You'll sec exciting

FIRST FAMILY OF

llie salest,

here ... in

best-controlled cars on the road today!

You'll find the only DGW-typfl

engine in a generation,
with hemispherical combustion that gets more power
from even.' drop of gas
the matchless safety of
power brakes and the first full-time power steering .
.

FINE CARS

else!

new beauty and glamor

.

.

welcome

your Chrysler-Plymouth dealer's
for the most convincing proof of all — the car's own
demonstration of its superior ability and value.

You'll lie

•Copyright 196S Chry*ler 8*1e* Division

.

plus the smoothest ride of any car in America!
at

CHRYSLER
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LETTERS

to the editors
how

AMERICAN ECONOMY

they

Where

will

And where

will

will pet along.

she do the laundry
Sirs:

'f

three children sleep?

Your Jan. 5 issue is thrilling! It
makes me prouder of our American
economy. I am run re used lo hearing

OUTSHAVES

Mrs. Karl T. Nilsson
Montvitle. N.J.

ourselves belabored for being brash,
money 'grabbing, changeable, fumhope into the
picture for the future.

ANY LATHER OR

bling, etc. but this putt

As for that "powerful and ubiquitous force of self-interest," no one
that. It is an in*
grained trait of human nature.
need apologize for

Mrs.

1

1

mm

.i.n

BRUSHLESS CREAM

Huey

Shelby, Mich.
Sirs:

As

I

finished reading,

my

to say to

wife that

it

I was about
was the most

interesting issue I had read all year,
when she remarked, "That was the
most uninteresting issue I have read

year."

all

Robert

If,

Rownd

•

Space for both a washing and dry-

Wheeling, W.Va.

ing unit (extreme

TRADE SECRETS HOUSE

a corner of the family room adjoining kitchen. Two of the children

Sirs:

We

young couple with two
modern
and very excited about your
"$15,000 Trade Secrets House" (Life,
Jan. 5). Can you help us find the nearest "Trade Secrets" house builder?
are a

children, a small purse and

tastes,

Leonore Whitman McNeer

of builders within each

area of the

Leonard
ciation
U».

1 1

NW,

(>.

ol

—

Sirs:

Just a line to say

how much we

ap-

preciated the illuminating article by

Lewis Allen, "What Have
Got Here?", and the combined
opinions of the Editors of Fortune,
"Where Do We Co from Here?"
Frederick.

(Like, Jan. 5).

Home

Sayville,

Suite

Builder.--.

Washington, D.C

—

Avenue,
ED.

Harry Wand-maker
N.Y.

Sirs:

You make me

am much

above) are in

WHAT HAVE WE GOT?

are a\ailable from
Haeger. National Asso-

I .S.

1028 Connecticut

Sirs:
I

left,

in the larger bed-

We

Northfield, Vt.

• Names

must double up
room.
KD.

interested in vour Trade

Secrets house. There is much to be
admired in the construction methods,
the handsome design and the spacious
living areas with adjoining terrace.
However, the National Association of
Home Builders would have done better if it had consulted the suney just
published, compiling the opinions
and complaints of home buyers. In
brief, thev conclude that homes with
no cellars or garages are inadequate
and unsatisfactory for most families.

so

mad

1

could

spit!

For months I've put up with your
propaganda against the Democrats
and now you come up with "What
Have We Got Here?"
Now you franklv admit that the
government "accepts a responsibility
which it never recognized until the
1930s" and "that we ha\e built up in
the U.S. ... a system which not only
helps the underdog and brings about
a dynamic redistribution of income in
his favor but also maintains the freedom of business enterprises and other

—

private institutions."

Buyers also complain that bedrooms

Ye gods!

are so tiny that the necessary furniture cannot be squeezed into them.
Your cover shows a family with

Wichita, Kan.

three smalt children as happy buyers
of thts bouse. I have been imagining

•

complished

who do you

Just
all

think ac-

1930s?

this since the

WlLMA WuiTMER

Mr. Allen's

article, in

which he

expressed his ow n views, was one of
the man v reports Life has been

making on the I .S. economic system since long before the election.
Obviously the Democratic adminis-

Please send

trations

passed

(he lax

laws that

redistributed national income. But
just as obviously, internal
in

changes

the U.S. corporation, and

its

ac-

ceptance of w ider social responsibilities were mainlv the work of the
ti

private citi/ens involved.

name
address
Tone"

city

ONE YEAR $6.75

in

state

continental

U

Hawaii, Atatka, Puerto Rico, Virgin
(1

S

rear at the single copy price would cost

you $10.40)

(Canada:

1

Sirs:

You quote Economist
,

h

year, $7.25)

Give to your newsdealer or to your local subscription representative or mail to LIFE, $40
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III.
L-3404

— ED.

Vcgh

Imrie

de

as saying, "Depressions arc not

acts of

God." The Bible says they

are:

In die good day enjoy good things.
And beware l>eforehaml of ihc
evil day.

the

For Cod had) made bnth

one ami

die

oilier.

.

T.

J.

.

."

Smith

Kansas City, Mo.

CONTINUED ON PAGE
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Choose The TIRE
Every

(^^)

National

rest on
CHUCK STEVENSON

—

Scored

more

points than any other race
driver in 1952, thereby winning

the National Championship.

Won

the Milwaukee, WisconAugust 28 and the Labor

sin, race

Day

race at

DuQuoin,

JACK McGRATH

Illinois.

— Came in

first

set a new 100-mile record
for the track at Syracuse,

and

New

York, on September 6. Out of a
field of 33 starters, he finished
in eleventh place in the Indianapolis Sweepstakes.

TROY RUTTMAN

GEORGE HAMMOND

of the

run

BILL

at

Independence Day race
Raleigh, North Carolina.

VUKOVICH— Took

first

place in the August 30 race at
Detroit, Michigan, and was first
across the finish line in the September 28 race at Denver,
Colorado. Drove fastest lap in
Indianapolis race, 135.135 mph.

—

On

Labor Day he swept

Indianapolis Sweepstakes on
May 30. He was also the winner

The Only Tires Made that are

14

—

Set a new
track record of 128.922 miles an
hour in winning the 500-mile

— Won

Phoenix, Arirona race on Armistice Day, November 11. Came

NAZARUK— Flashed across

BILL SCHINDLER
Drove to victory at Springfield, Illinois, on
August 16, setting a new 100mile record for that track. Wai
one of only 14 drivers who
finished the Indianapolis Sweepstakes on May 30.

MIKE

the finish line

first

in the Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin, race on June
8, setting a

for that

new

track.

100-mile record

Ran

in

many

national championship big car
sprint car races in 1952.

and

S a f e ty- P r o

JOHNNIE PARSONS

to victory
in the thrilling and dangerous
Pike's Peak Climb, where a
slip or a skid could mean death
or serious injury, against a field
of fast, experienced drivers.

Indianapolis
Race on May 30. In 1950, he
won the Indianapolis Race. In
1949, he was National Champion.
in

tenth

in

the

—

ved on the Speedway for Your Protection

CHAMPIONS
kf
ampionship Race

in

1952

Tires
/^VN THE HIGHWAY,
speedway,

Champion

lives

That

that fact.
safest tires

as well as

depend on

on the

tire safety!

race drivers are well aware of
is

made

.

why
.

.

they

BUY

the

for their personal

cars as well as for their race cars.

They know that only Firestone Tires are
made with patented and exclusive construction features which assure extra
safety

That

and longer mileage.
is

an important point

the next time you buy
tires that

only

tires

to

tires.

remember

Choose the

Champions use. Insist on the
made that are safety-proved on

the speedway for your protection on the

highway. Buy Firestone Tires and be

OBBY BALL

—

safe!

On November

2, he won the race at San Jose,
'alifornia. During 1952, he
rove in many national chamionship big car and midget car
aces, including the Indianapos

n

Sweepstakes on

the

May

30.

Highway
Copyright, 1953. The Firestone Tir« & Rubber

Co
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111!

is in

MODELS UNMIXED: CONNIE (LEFT) AND JANE (RIGHT)

MIXED MODELS

neighborhood !

Life,

Sirs:

Enjoyed your picture story about
us models (Speaking of Pictures,
Life, Jan. 5) but

am

sorry to see you

have Connie Joannes anil me mixed
up. I don't mind, but poor Connie!

11

Jane Cartwmicht

1

I

New

n

.£

CONTINUED

HOES

III

III

LESS

WORK

farm may be true. The

total labor

required in agricultural production
should, it seems to me, include those
others whether thev live on the farm

nearby to show you
the advantages of Burroughs adding machines and cash

Whether you figure fractions or
once a day or all day ... a lot or a little
the right machine for your needs in a Burroughs.
machines.

registering

millions

.

you'll find

.

.

.

.

.

Burroughs Csih RaglfUring Machln«» keep
a locked.in, daily record of your bust,
ness give you control of all cash,
charge, received -on-accoum and paid*
out transactions. Either electric or
hand-operated models are available.

—

or not.

Arthur

I).

Mii.es

.

.

.

.

.

It is moving backward. The
living standard has become
Acquiring and struggling
pay for things supposed to tighten
a mother's tasks lakes her awav from
the children ami out of the home.

Jan. 5).

American

perverted.
to

Mrs. Sullivan, pictured with her purchases about her, does not own her

They own her.
Frances

things.

My

congratulations on
the magnificent job vnu have done in
this special issue.

Referring to the agricultural story,
the Beltsvilte pig and the "new kind
of cow" would not I>e there if it were
not for action which I took while I

was

still

first

things

Washington. One of the

in
I

did as Secretary of Agri-

culture was to cut government red
tape and arrange for the importation
of Danish Landrace sw ine for experi-

them

at

if

imported.

I

talked with

Ad-

who agreed to have the
Navy transport the cattle tn Guam
for some months, then to the Virgin
miral Nimitz.

Islands for 60 days, to the quarantine

—

See your nearby dealer today. Try a Burroughs famous the
world around for easy operation and rugged dependability.
Burroughs Adding Machine Company, Detroit 32, Michigan.

T.

Freeman

Sirs:

heartiest

Within 18 months I've had three
proposals of marriage, all from men
with good incomes. But
wanted me to keep my job

—

like

so

station at Athenia, N.Y.,
to

quarantine

and finally
Md. Now

at Beltsville,

they are turning out belter Iban we
anticipated.

Henry

A.

Wallace

three

all

— which

I

said no. I'm "old school"

I

want a man who won't exchase one half of the wolf
from the door while he washes one

enough
pect

to

me

to

half of the dishes.

So,

my

have to keep
buy my own bouse, support

fully expect to

I

job,

my own
woman.

to live as only half a

self,
.

.

.

And when I'm

ing what should
tn puzzle

it

all

Ik*

out.
St

a
.

not do-

man's work
.

I

try

.

ZANNE T. COOI'ER

Washington, D.C.

mal Industry feared that thev would
bring fnot-and-mouih disease with

with

with

.

.

Darien, Conn.

Allahabad. India, told me
about the dairv qualities nf the Sindbi breed in India. The Bureau of Ani-

seven-,
eight- orten-column keyboards. Exclusive features for speed and ease. Priced
as low as S 1 20 plus applicable taxes.

or without subtraction

A society in which mothers put
their wants for material things above
their children's needs is not making
progress ("Working Wives," Life,

Sirs:

sionary

made

Sirs:

Livingston, Mont.

mental purposes. Later when 1 was
vice president, Sam Higginhottom,
the Presbyterian Agricultural Mis-

Burroughs Adding Machinot are
for electric or hand operation .

Jr.

Aircraft Division

WORKING WIVES

In your agricultural study, "More
Food for Less Work" (Life, Jan. 5),
vnu say the farmer's output has risen
incredibly per hour nf work. But the
modern farmer substitutes (lie labor
of the machinery manufacturers, petroleum processors and fertilizer producers for what he used to dn himself.
That fewer workers are engaged on

are, you'll find a dealer

Whitney

Last Hartford, Conn.

Sirs:

the

Wherever you

—

Wiu.mm McCauoll

&

Pratt

lI

and delighted.

startled

zybashefT.

York, N.Y.

MORE FOOD,

WW

was

I

We who have spent our adult lives in
daily contacl with mechanical wizards
of the production floor get fairly intimate with their capacities, tolerances and revolutions per minute.
But their personalities! Hats off to a
craftsman in his own right
Mr. Art-

all

ad'tarial

• Me

New York
Suftacrtpftoa

and odvwrthimg tw't-

LIFE, !t Rockefeller Hue,
N. Y.

SO,

Service:

.1.

E.

King,

(len'l

Mgr. Address all subscription correspondence to: LIFE, JMO X. Micliiuun Ave.,
Chicago II. Illinois.
Chotg* of Addrmix: Four week*' notice
mnurvtl. When ordering change, please
name maicaiine and furnish address
imprint from a it-cent issue. If unable
to do so. please state exactly how magazine i- addressed. Chanire cannot 1".'
made without old as well as new adincluding; postal sone number.
Inc. also publishes Time, For-

dress,

Time

Architectcral Fobcm and
Hocse & Homk. Chairman, Maurice T.
Moon President. Hoy E. Lumen; Ex-

South Salem, N.Y.

Trxr.,

BASIC TOOLS

ecutive Vice President and Treasurer,
Charles L. Stillinan; Executive Vice
President fi.r Publi-hinji, Howard Blark:
Viee Presidents, Allen Grover. Andrew
Heiskell. C. D. -lackson. J. A. Linen.
P. I, Prentice; Viee President .v Seerc-

1

WHEREVER THERE'S BUSINESS THERE'S

Burroughs

Sirs:

Some weeks

ago Artist Boris \rtzy-

basheff" visited our plant to draw machine tools for Life ("Portraits of
Basic Tools," Jan. 5),
Viewing bis draw ings in last week's

;

tarv,

A

D. W, Brumbaugh.

Assistant Secretary, A.

W. CurNou:

Ma mim-r. March or Time
A.

It.

I'.

Murphy.
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Because Betsy hasn't had anything to eat
2 hours — and she needs "food
for about
1

Why a

fuel" for the

half of her active day.

What is a "good" breakfast?
One

that furnishes

many

nately,

Betsy?

skimpy

inefficient!)

from Vi

whole day's supply

for

eat

breakfasts find themselves tired, irritable—

and

big breakfast

first

So do grown-ups. (People who

to V.i 01 lne

food.

of

Why is this breakfast
a good one?

(Unfortu-

breakfasts don't!)

A

nour-

ishing breakfast for moderately active
people

is:

Because

1

( any

egg

% cup milk

oilers

orange

juice, for the day's

and cereal contain carbohydrates for quick
"wake-up energy." The egg and milk con-

style)

2 slices enriched white hrcad or loast.
with huller or fortified margarine

And

tain proteins for sustained energy.

are

there

2 tablespoons jam

Milk

it

supply of Vitamin C. The enriched bread

cup orange juice
V/$ ounces cereal,

needed minerals for balance.

There's even jam

for children, coffee or tea for adults

— for

fun!

Do active people

need more breakfast?
A really active w orker should
add another egg, and an extra piece of
bread or toast to the basic menu.
Yes, they do.

Are bread and

cereals important?
Nutrition experts

tell

me we

should

all

have two or three servings daily of foods

made from

grains. These foods are rich in

energy, and they also contain proteins, the

"building blocks" the body needs for
grow th and repair.

Most American families get about
and 25', i of

of their food energy,

25%
their

proteins from grain foods. Serve a variety

Serve wheat, oat and corn

of these foods.

cereals

— and all kinds of breads

white, rye,

whole wheat, corn,

(enriched

raisin

and

nut breads, biscuits, hard or soft rolls).

Crocker Picture Cook
number of interesting, easy-to-

Consult the Betty

Book

for a

bake breads.

Is bread "fattening"?
All foods are "fattening"

than

we

when we eat more

need. Actually, a slice of bread

gives you about 75 calories (the

same

as

an egg, or a cup of vegetable soup!).

of

GENERAL MILLS
MINNEAPOLIS

General

Mills

brings you Betty Crocker's advice on nutrition in the interest of your family's hoalth

General Mills makes

WHEATIES,

KIX.

CHEERIOS.

BISQUICK.

SOFTASILK,

and

wolfare.

This

is

GOLD MEDAL KITCHEN-TESTED ENRICHED FLOUR,

one phase

of

General

FLOURS FOR BAKERS.

Mills'

nutrition

service to

BETTY CROCKER MIXES,

teachers,

students,

parents and

HOME APPLIANCES, and

the public.

other fine products

Copied matej

r

The Luxurious
America's
FIOM
biles

New

America's oldest builder of

comes

— PACKARD

a great

new

fine

automo-

car in the quality field

With the world's highestPackard provides more power

for '53.

compression eight,

than you will ever use
finest no-shift drive,

.

.

power

brakes proved in over a

.

plus the industry's

steering,

full

PACKARD

Choice In The Fine-Car Field!

and power

year of actual use!

tiOW ... ASK THE

If

YOU want

a truly distinctive car, and want

it

—

now, see America's most advanced cat with trendsetting contour styling, with effortless ease of handling and with the smooth, silent comfort of the
famous Packard ride. More than 50 per cent of all
Packards built since 1 899 are still in use proofthat

—

"Built like a Packard"

means

really built to last!

MAN WHO OWNS ONE

Co

KARD
The

New Packard CLIPPER

Big-Car Value At Medium-Car Cost!
PACKARD
an
Now
wide range of advanced
offers

entirely

new

line in a

contour-styled models

— the new Packard CLIPPERS— for big-car value at
medium-car

cost.

These

true products of

Packard

Powered by Packard's mighty Thunderbolt Eight
Engines, they are the roomiest cars in their price
with seats as wide as these cars are high and
with the largest luggage compartment of any
class

—

may plan to spend
two great new lines

experience, engineering and skill give you real

sedan. So no matter what you

Packard quality, inside and

for a car,

out, for just a few hundred dollars more than cars in the Aw-priced field.

for

PACKARD — with

'53— offers you your

best motorcar investment.
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srr why busy young
mothers like the Instant

J can

Ralston— but, for years,
Pve been giving my family good 5-minute

Regular

Ralston and they love it. It's as fast
as most quick-cooking cereals and it's
still

my favorite!
Raliton

P j'.h a

Company,

St. looit.

Mo.
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AND EYES-WITH IDEAS

LEGS, ARMS,

Editors are frequently asked what makes a good idea for
Life.

We

there

is

can't answer because, perhaps fortunately,
no technical device for evaluating an idea. But
we are sure that the best ones come from first-hand
knowledge of a subject, and the mem-

bers of Life's staff

who

really get out

the famous

summer

resort,

coast of Massachusetts.

He

off the

returned

there and, in this favored position,

last tourist

wasn't easy to get the story.
times he was viewed with sus-

It

Many

He took pictures in the Russian sector of Vienna,
by carefully timing his activities, and he got a big assist
from the four-month administration of Walter Donnelly as U.S. High Commissioner in Germany. After six
areas.

months of painstaking legwork

— and

his first visit to Martha's Vineyard,

except in summer. He longed to go
back and picture the resort after the

picion by police, often he was evicted from shipping

nalist

own, had a much more pleasant time. In 1937, when
Life was less than a year old, Alfred Eisenstaedt made

and around are the photographers.
They are our legs, arms and eyes. A
word reporter may roll back time by
finding witnesses and asking questions, but no such device will get a
picture. The photographer has to be
he can find ideas that couldn't be produced in any other setting.
David Douglas Duncan had such
an idea. While he was in Germany he
became aware of the stealthy eastward movement of strategic materials
coveted by the Communists.

DUNCAN WEARING
AUSTRIAN HAT

see the whole picture of East-West trade (pp. 23-33).
Another photographer, also pursuing an idea of his

became the only jourAmerican— actually to

lie

possibly the only

manv
self,

times and found that, like him-

most of the cottage owners them-

selves never had seen the Vineyard

had gone home.
So finally Eisenstaedt went for two
weeks of off-season roaming to capture the scenes on pages 94 through
101. He was most fascinated by the
winter sunset, and took a picture of
it
almost every evening including
that shown in color on page 101.
We set great store by our photog-

EISENSTAEDT

IN

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

raphers but not only as producers of

The hundreds who meet them every week will
tell you that they're warm and stimulating companions.
Maybe it's because they've been to many strange places
and met many different kinds of people. We think it is

pictures.

because they wouldn't be doing the kind of work they
do dealing intimately with humanity in all its phases
if they weren't interested in being your friends too.

—

—

CON ENTS
COVER

RELIGION

SIGRID SOELTER. STYLIST FOR OHRBACH'S (SEE

DIABOLICAL DOINGS

PP. 63-70>

WESTERN AID FOR RED BUILD-UP
by DAVID DOUGLAS DUNCAN
A LADY WATCHES THE SEA BATTER HER HOUSE
GOVERNOR'S SON SQUIRMS AT INAUGURAL
FQYPTIAN ENVOY ENGAGES IN ATHLETIC DIPLOMACY
A TRAIN RUNS OUT OF TRACK
LIFE ON THE NEWSFRONTS OF THE WORLD
THE GREAT SPANISH BULLFIGHT SCANDAL
FIRST MEETING OF IKE WITH CABINET
SALUTE TO IKE FROM THE EIGHTH ARMY

35
IS
42

44
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page, shows the source from w Inch each picture
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Lee Tires are

and are backed by

. . .

If the tires

liking,

on your new car stood up

you might

when you needed
sense.

up

It

logically

a

new

your

to

buy the same brand

set ... if such logic

made

doesn't, for the second set wouldn't stand

as well as the

Two

your car

is

new,

all

good to

its tires.

With every Lee Super DeLuxe,

built to take.

As mileage mounts, these

lifetime guarantee of quality in materials

make the Lee Super
DeLuxe so important to you when you're ready for
a second set of tires. The Lee Super DeLuxe is

manship. This

engineered and built primarily to be a replacement

bruises,

should

double beating of the

open road and of a car no longer brand new.

LEE

tion as

it is

In short,

for

mount-

tough luck on the road.

yon simply can't

lose

when you

ride

on

Lee Super DeLuxe Tires. The guarantee that protects

your pocketbook

is

in itself evidence of the

•

basic.

Beyond

and work-

this, it is

guaran-

.

.

.

against blowouts, impact breaks,

and cuts of any kind,

There are no

ifs.

regardless of cause.

and's or hut's about this Lee

Every Lee Dealer, regardless of where he
where you're from,
.

.

.

as eager to

as he
to
to

is

to

sell

is

Lee of Conshohockcn

show you the

... or for the tire.

•

It is

tire that is

•

or

man

tires.

Ask

bi

n

engineered and built

take the double beating that new-car

don't have to take.

honored as cheerfully for

CONSHOHOCKEN,

lndustri al Rubber Products

is

your sales and service

honor the Lee Double Guarantee

Double Guarantee, and you pay nothing extra for
it

RUBBER & TIRE CORPOR ATION

Republic Rubber Division

is

lire carries a

months against road-hazard damage of

teed for 15

any kind

... to take the punishment that new-car tires

— the

faulty brakes, improper

misalignment, overloading and underinfla-

ing,

19,000 Lee Dealers
from coast to coast

GUARANTEE

LEE Double

the open highway to give tires a double beating.

tire

damage caused by

extra strength that protects your safety.

You can't loso with the
Every Lee Super DeLuxe passenger

don't have to take

and

Double Guarantee backs the double punishment

mechanisms wear. Your car now gangs up with

It's this fact that

story

makers. But there's more to

its

this.

it's

this great tire

the steering and

braking mechanisms are in A-l shape. Your new
is

DeLuxe, and

who know

for those

the reputation of

it is

When

beatings for the price of one! That's the

enough

a

a double beating

DOUBLE GUARANTEE

a

story of the Lee Super

the story than

first.

Here's why:

car

built to take

PA.

Youngstown, Ohio
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TO MESSRS. DULLES, STASSEN, CONANT: A

WESTERN

AID FOR RED BUILD-UP
by DAVID

Vienna is slill a great town for the coffeehouse and the Kaffee Klaisch. Two of the
big coffeehouses, indeed, arc doing a better

business

lli.

in

e\ er.

From

i

I

o'eloek until

one, and again from 5 o'clock to 7:30, the
Cafe Mozart and the Cafe Carlton are crowded to the walls. Great urns of coffee and hot
chocolate are brewed, emptied and refilled.
The conversation almost entirely masculine

—

—

goes on and on and on.

talk misilil

Once

MEMO ON

this

have concerned the wheat trade

DOUGLAS DUNCAN

or Strains music or lialkan politics, but
it

The

now

sry different subject.

has a

chief topic

of

conversation at the

Mozart and Carlton is how to skirt the restrictions against smuggling and sneaking
steel, machine tools, chemicals
anything
the So\ iets might want to help build Stalin's
armed forces out of the Western world and

—

—

into the Russian orbit.

This
eign

is

one of the great problems in forthough one not generally

relations,

known, that faces the new administration.
John Foster Dulles as Secretary of State
and Harold Stassen as Mutual Security Director leave for Europe at the end of the
month, and James B. Conant will soon take
over as U.S. High Commissioner for Germany. These are the men who have to cope
with this huge and vexing challenge. The
world's history is full of examples of organized smuggling but there probably has never
been anything before to compare with the

CONTIWUED ON NCXT PAGE
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SOME VIENNESE SPECIALISTS

ALUMINUM

COPPER is the specialty of Austria-horn Theodor Petri tia, w ho also sells
ierrochrome and sulphur,

Rous East

from Canada through HoDolar. Yugoslav who
uses contacts in Munich,

ris

STEEL

of today's trade through

When

the Communists want something

badly enough, they
prices

will pay fantastic prices.
have attracted Europe's

most talented operators, hlark-marketeers,
crooks and near-crooks, to assist Russia in
overcoming her shortages. These connivcrs
constitute Stalin's sixth column, a busy little army of termites eating away the harriers
the Western nations have tried to erect to
keep their own strategic anil olten scarce materials away from the Russian war machine.
Few- of the sixth columnists are

Commu-

nists, most of them are probably not even
Communist sympathizers. They are simply

men who

is

business of

llasel-

Otto Ploss, an Austrian

arrest

once

police,

\\ e>t

in

city's

international

jailed

imitation

tor dealing
penicillin,

Vienna because
zone is the one

in

men from the West can meet
men of the East. There
many observers who believe that Stalin

place where

rather openly with

the Iron Curtain.

The high

NICKEL

ami iron enrich

who fled
German

by

that

— and menace-

ARRANGING SHIPMENTS

Austrian Johann
gruber,

Their operations start

Sixth Column CONTINUED
size

IN

do almost anything and deal
with anyone for money. The biggest of
them got his postwar start by selling food
packages for starving refugees and made a
lot of money in a hurrv because his packwill

are

keeps the city open just for this reason. The
column agents Irom the West have no

sixth

if

vantage of this opportunity to get wealthy,
else w ill, so

someone

.

.

.

tor

is

the fact that the

columnists meet

sixth

men

— the

with

whom

various

the

Com-

munist agents from behind the Iron Curtain
can be kept under complete surveillance by secret police. Many of them are
working for the Soviets only under pressure and would doubtless never return if
they once got safclv outside the Iron Cur-

—

ment

make radar

for Russian warplanes.

A

equip-

shipyard ur-

gently needs heavy steel plate for the decks

A

needs minerals
to make tool-steel alloys. A machine-tool
works needs a big lathe to turn out more

of a destroyer.

steel mill

got as far off as

and Turkey,

million profit

Martin Mitterbacher.

ranged, the delivery date set.

Now

one

Probably even more important to the Russians

ami drugs
Oskar HubHe runs a sidesmuggled copper.

machines that can cut tank parts. A uranium
mine in Soviet Germany needs new conveyor equipment.
Whatever it is, the sixth column agents
will try to find it, buy it and ship it in. The
specifications are drawn up, the terms ar-

able missions.

copper, probably to help

camp prisoner and later as a refMany have been black-marketeers
trading on the human weakness for coffee,
sugar and cigarets. Some are merely businessmen who feel that
thev don't take ad-

made a $2

He

ugee.)

to contain

( The odd thing
about this grisly hoax was that he himsell had once gone hungry as a concen-

New Guinea

uous there because they look and act no
different Irom businessmen on more respect-

tration

when opened, turned out

old newspapers and stones.

SCRAP,

rich busy.

trouble getting to Vienna and are inconspic-

tain. In \ ienna Stalin can allow them all
the contact they need with the smuggling
network of the West and still keep them
safely on his siring.
Over the coffee cups the smuggler from
the Western world meets the man from the
Kast and the deal is cooked up. A factory in
Czechoslovakia urgently needs l.(XX) tons of

ages,

MEDICINE
keep Czech
line in

the sixth columnist has to act

fast.

has to latch on to the goods, which are

often scarce and hard to locate, before someelse does.

He has

to slip the material in

either by taking advantage of legal techni-

or using the good offices of a cus-

calities

toms

official.

He has

to get

— or forge— com-

plex and multitudinous export and shipping

Somehow, while he
similar deals at the same

juggling a lot

licenses.

is

of

time, he has to

one through to completion before
who have no compunctions
about deals of this kind, change their minds
or gel delivery Irom another sixth columnist
whom they have sent out, just to be sure, on
the same errand.
see this

the Russians,

The

first

stop for the agent

is

often Zu-

is where the sixth
column, as well as a good deal of Europe's

rich, Switzerland. This

more

legitimate trade, often arranges

its

fi-

nancing, usually through letters of credit

from behind the Iron Curtain. The Swiss
are past masters at slaying out of wars,

nancing both sides and making money
gardless of what happens or

who

fi-

re-

gets hurt.

This takes a great deal of ingenuity as well
as a certain indifference.

The Swiss have

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

SMUGGLERS HANG OUT

SMUGGLERS WORK among patrons,

in llie international sector of

the Cafe Carlton, near the Mozart.
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at Cafe Mozart, where agents ileal in contraband
Vienna. Cafe is accessible to both East and West.

THE HOTEL ASTORIA. AROUND THE BLOCK FROM CAFE MOZART,

IS

intently whispering over coffee cups, in
ejected for making this picture.

Duncan was

FAVORITE ROOST OF CONTRABAND AGENTS

IN

VIENNA—

WORD GOES BY COURIER

CLANDESTINE MESSAGE goes aboard

depart-

communicaing Vienna-Zurich Express, a favorite
man
tions channel of smugglers. Watched by third
man places messages
{left), possibly a confederate,
stands aside
porter,
to
whispers
porter's papers,
in

away as
as porter speaks to passenger, then hurries
under way.
the third man stays to watch train get

25

B'H

BUSY HAMBURG, BIGGEST GERMAN PORT,

IS

6SLIIL.

•

•

UNDER NOMINAL ALLIED CONTROL BUT RANKS THIRD

IN

EUROPE

Sixth Column CONTINUED
both. As one economist told

Switzerland,

when

me

recently in

talking about the chan-

nels of the sixth column: "As a people the
Swiss have got on top of the business world
by three devices: 1) very hard work, 2) keeping their trade channels open and 3) keeping

mouths shut."
Since Switzerland holds aloof from NATO
and the UN, the sixth column finds Zurich a
their

fine place to get all the financial service that

an enterprising U.S. middleman would find
in New York or Chicago. The telephone and
telegraph wires between Vienna and Zurich
are always humming. The porters on the
sleeping cars of the Vienna-Zurich express
are growing wealthy on the tips they get for
carrying sealed envelopes bearing messages
too secret to be trusted to the wires. And
since the sixth columnists must often visit
Zurich in person, the planes and trains between the two cities are always crowded.

The

sixth columnist gets his order in Vi-

enna and his money in Zurich. He then proceeds to buy his goods wherever he can and

ZURICH RENDEZVOUS
is

of a gen t s anil lianker*
expensive Motel Baur au Lac. seen l>ehinil gale.
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ship them by whatever route looks open.

Wc

can consider here the case of Josef

MOVEMENT OF EMBARGOED CARGOES. SOME

IN

Cremer, who, I am told on good authority, is
the most active of all the sixth columnists
at work. Cremer is of German birth. He
has offices both in Vienna and Zurich. He

now

frequently travels to other parts of Europe;
he suffered a minor inconvenience recently

when
hit

his automobile, driven by a chauffeur,

and

killed a pedestrian in Italy.

Cremer has had a standing contract

to

supply 1,000 tons of copper a month to the
Communists in Prague. He will also deal in
practically anything else. He even jests
about his activities as he once did with the

Communist boss

to

whom

he was delivering

the copper. "I see you're getting fat," said

the Communist. Cremer laughed loud and

"We're

long.

with
I

my

tried to

sult

all

copper.

getting fat," he said.

Me

"You

with your money."

many people about Cremer and
trace some of his contacts. As a re-

talked to

I

was able

to

compile a partial record

of his activities in the

first

three

months of

1952. Obviously this business diary

is very
incomplete hut it shows Cremer to have been
intensely busy during that time. Here it is:
Sometime in January he was in touch w ith
Josef Mizera of the Communist Czech metals combine, metallimex. Cremer offered

:

HOW STRATEGIC MATERIAL CIRCULATES
This map shows how strategic pipeline is tilled and
then pumped out. Cycle begins in Vienna (toner

JAPANESE STEEL WAS SEIZED HERE RECENTLY

where Iron Curtain buyers place orders with
Deals are financed through Zurich, from
which orders go out purchasing goods around world.
Embargoed materials are shipped through Antwerp

Mizera aluminum ingots at $935 per ton
($555 above the U.S. price at the time) and

also

right)

agent*.

mentioned a previous deal whereby he would
deliver 750 tons of copper to Prague.
A few days later, contact with an associate named Franze de Daille, of Nessonvaux,
Belgium. Subject: copper for Czechoslovakia. Cremer complained that a deal for 300

offered Mizera

olas Frenchel,

one of

who

that export regulations were

him

to

know

the old regulations and begged

as soon as possible the shipping date for the

cide quickly.

balance of an order of 350 tons as well as
information on an additional 350 tons which

zera that

was

to be sent to the

General Transport Co.

of Basel, Switzerland.

A week later Cremer was in touch with
Mizera again, informed him that he was shipcopper wire aboard
ping 284 tons of 6

mm

the

steamship

plained that a

Margarete

new

Bakke.

He

ex-

minister of economics in

him

GERMANY
f

l*ANDEfWJRC*>

IaKLSUK >fOMANMSntAl

z
o

Soon afterward Cremer explained

to Mi-

the resignation of the Chilean

economics minister had made things difficult but that 750 tons had been loaded on
the 25th. He hoped to have another 200 tons
loaded in less than a month and 150 tons
shortly thereafter.

A

few days later Cremer registered a comPrague had been slow in deposit-

plaint that

issued for an indefinite period but was hap-

He inquired if the Czechs wanted
$550 per ton ($174 over the U.S.
price) and should he try to supply molybdenum, aluminum and nickel?
A week went by and Cremer got a message

he had got two licenses
just before the ban. Mizera complained that
Cremer's last shipment of 7.5 mm wire was
of poor quality, difficult to process. Cremer

-

•**••• ^ElSAU

ing a letter of credit for his copper pur-

to report that

'°"

to de-

Chile had ordered that no export licenses be

py

EAST

being changed and there would therefore be

tions prescribed in a license obtained under

he needed

• : "° s

a delay of 10 to 15 days at least. Frenchel

At about the same time Cremer informed
in Chile, that

<r^J

his contacts in Chile,

the firm of Elaboradora de Cobre, a copper

company

—

Wald, I'assau, Sal/burg.
Europe or go to Russia.

to

search of other ferroalloys.

urged him to accept 1,200 tons of refined
copper, 99.9 pure, of the same specifica-

tons of copper plates "had collapsed."

bv How from Hamburg,
Germany, or Gdynia, Po"in transit"
main ones

day also Cremer heard from Nich-

this

told

or smuggled from Ruhr.

60 tons of Austrian aluminum,

some ferrochrome. Said he planned

visit Trieste in

On

or Rotterdam (in pump)
rran--hipped and joined
goods go to Rostock, Kasl
land, or pass checkpoints
are Schirnding, Furlh im
Finally they bolster East

chases.

lead at

WHERE MATERIAL GOES
Smuggled material helped build up Ea.st Germany
with key Red-owned or nationalized industries
(black dots) and armament centers (red dots). These
include 26 iron and steel and 17 heavy machinery
plants, as well as rubber, chemical, petroleum, tank,

airplane and shipbuilding and related industries.
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A

BARRELED PETROLEUM

fills

Rhine River

one of foremost

free port of Basel,

storage yard in
for-

warding points for rerouted materials bound East.
A guard told Duncan to stop taking pictures here.

TOOL

STEEL, ingots and slee? rods, arc being
loaded from Antwerp docks onto Rnasian freighter

The

Sixth Column CONTINUED

"in transit" agreement allows goods

from Country A

from a dealer

him some

in Britain

who

offered to sell

lead.

A

few days later he was informed by Nicholas Frenchel, his Chilean man, that he
would deliver 1,500 tons of elcctrocopper
wire bars of li inrh in rolls of 58 to 60 kilos
and 500 tons of 15 mm plates. The first shipment. 600 tons, was to be ready in less than
30 days, the rest to follow in two lots.

A month later Cremer negotiated with
Hans Duschek of the metallimex outfit in
Prague for quick action on letters of credit
for 3,000 tons of copper. Cremer was reprimanded by Duschek for failure to supply
adequate delivery guarantees and for shipping some low-grade wire, Duschek claiming

it

cost 170,000 Czech koruny (§3,400)

to reclaim.

Cremer was apparently having delivery
troubles and asked a contact named llcilpcr
the Hotel Palace in Madrid to set a time
and place for discussions of his problem.
at

CRATED JEEPS,

reaching Basel via Antwerp,

are consigned to Zurich, but

may

Shortly thereafter Cremer discussed with

he sent anywhere.

his

Prague contact a deal for 150 tons of

fcrrowolfram being arranged in Switzerland
by a Chilean named Ovidio Ultra. He also
asked il Prague would be interested in some
99.07% pure aluminum and was told yes.
And so on, dav alter day. There can be no
doubt about what Cremer is up to, and yet
Dobody is stopping him. Indeed he seems to

have very friendly connections with firms in
Chile, Mexico and Canada. He gets business
calls from England, France and Belgium.
And in Zurich be operates, at least indirectly,
under some very high auspices. His Zurich
firm of Tracont works hand in glove with Dr.
Max Bombis of the General Transport Co. of
Basel. Dr. Bombis obtains some financing
from the Zurich banking firm of \\ idemann
& Co. and that firm has close contacts with
the busy Bank Hofmann.
Men like Cremer and his associates are
highly skilled in the art of adapting traditional

international trade practices to their shady

operations.

One

of these

is

the principle of

"in transit" as formulated by an interna-

BALED RUBBER,

officially

"nonstrategic,

tional
is

reloaded aboard an eastbound ship in Rotterdam.
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group that met

in

Barcelona in 1921.

try

B

shipped through Coun-

to be

for a final destination in

Country

C

without being held up or charged any customs duties while passing through B. Country B contents itself with the revenue it
receives directly or indirectly from trans-

portation payments on

the goods passing

through, on the theory that the shipment

can have no effect on

its

own economy.

Thus a Western firm can send a sealed
shipment by train (but not by road or air,
since these transportation methods did not
come into wide use until later) to Czechoslovakia, across Germany, without any inspection ordinarily taking place until the

shipment reaches Czechoslovakia. In peacetime this makes great sense, since transportation across

the

all

many

countries of

Europe would be impossible if every customs and tax collector en route insisted on
inspection and tribute. (Very few people
would fly from New York to California if
the plane had lo land at each state border
for an inspection of passports, luggage

and

contents of pockets.)

But in a halfway sort of strategic-goods
embargo, such as has been brought on by the
cold war, the in transit" convention can be
a dangerous anachronism.
The tradition of the "free port" is another
advantage Stalin's sixth columnists appreciate and use regularly. A free port is one that
docs not ordinarily inspect or charge customs on goods shipped there for temporary
storage or transshipment to another country.
Other ports offer the same hands-off service
by means of bonded storage space. Thus it is
easy to ship goods with a minimum of scrutiny via Antwerp. Rotterdam or Hamburg.
Shielding its hot goods behind "in transit"
privileges and routing them through free
ports, the sixth column seldom has trouble
getting its goods to the Communists. It sel'

dom has trouble obtaining supplies either.
One of the great sources of sixth column
supplies, ironically,

is

West Germany, where

the U.S., the British and the French arc

supposed to have
powers. In West

final

still

say as the occupying

Germany

is

the

Ruhr

with

BIGTIME OPERATOR HAS POWERFUL CONNECTIONS TO HELP HIM

VISUS

DEALER

Josef Cremer of Vienna, moving from

shabby Vienna apartment

(center)

to unobtrusive

Zurich
ly

office,

Tracont

(right),

works

to

fill

month-

contract for 1,000 tons of copper to Czech Reds.

Kara (right). Among ports, Antwerp holds top place
tonnage shipped out to Red Rostock and Gdynia.

in

its

great heavy industries and

In

West Germany

its

coal mines.

some of the most
German
the people who can make anyalso are

ingenious of the always ingenious
technicians,

thing from wonderful toys and cameras to
entire factories of marvelous design and efficiency.

With the help of about $3.5 billion
West Germany has

in U.S. assistance funds,

made an almost
indeed

is

total economic recovery and
producing at an index rate of 167,

compared with the 100 prewar average.
Unfortunately

— for us— there

are about

815 miles of border between West Germany
and the Russians' East Germany. Czechoslovakia and Austria. Unfortunately also, the
division between West and East Germany is
completely artificial. The two zones have always traded materials, food, manufactures
and men with one another, even as Pennsylvania and Ohio. In any rational world,
they could hardly exist without one another.

The

made
West German governit
that West

Allied occupation authorities

the ruling

— and

ment now

the

officially

Germany must not
East Germany.

accepts

—

ship any war goods to

"War goods"

includes

all

kinds of strategic materials and machinery.

But the ban is terribly hard to enforce, although U.S. authorities have known about
the

traffic in strategic

materials since 19-19.

A

Senate subcommittee sent investigators
Europe which resulted in hearings during
J. McCloy's administration as High Commissioner
( 1 949-52) seemed to prefer to keep the whole
issue under cover.
At one time trucks left West Germany
to

SHIPPER Dr. Max A. Hombis. who deals heavily
with Red countries from Switzerland, runs a Basel

General Transport, ft handles some Cremer
shipping orders and also finances some of his deals.
firm.

1951, but various echelons of John

WiriemsnntCo

with cargoes of strategic goods intended

—

the papers said
for West Berlin. This was
our occupation authorities, for it
had always been our policy to maintain West
Berlin even when this involved the expensive airlift of 1948-49. But while going
through the Soviet Zone of Germany, as
they must to get to Berlin, the trucks somefine with

times disappeared. Railroad freight cars,
while making the same journey, turned up
with new bills of lading and new destination stamps.

The most

fascinating plot along these lines

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

BROKER, Widemann &
dled deals for both

Co. of Zurich, has han-

Cremer and General Trans|mrl.

BACKER, the powerful Bank Hofmann of Zurich,
channels funds lo Widcmann firm for its dealings.
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HIGHWAY SEARCH

INTERCEPTED CLUTCH PLATES,

MP

lakes
along a train of trucks held on autobahn at
Dreilinden, Rerlin checkpoint after ordering one driver to uncover his cargo.

Wehncr, once got up

Sixth Column CONTINUED

man
involved a sixth columnist
to
in

who arranged

buy crucial parts of a steel-rolling
West Germany. Such a big shipment

mill
is

of

move without attracting
notice. So the sixth columnist connived with
another West German firm that had a branch

course not easy to

in

West

Berlin. Tin's firm,

invoices showing that
mill

it

armed with forged

had bought

a rolling

plant a few years earlier, applied for

firms

which he

collaborating

with

a

of about 600 Gerhe could prove were
sixth column. He

list

said

the

authorities.

all

that happened,

The office of the U.S. High Commissioner
for Germany finds itself in an awkward dilemma on West-East trade. One of our chief
goals in Germany has been economic recov-

and the brand-new machinery was shipped
from Western Germany to West Berlin.
While in the Soviet Zone, the new stuff
was unloaded and similar machinery from
an old plant, worn out and worthless except
as scrap, was substituted. The crates showed
up in West Berlin earning what was listed
on their papers: rolling mill equipment.
In this case the plot was discovered and
the owners of the two West German firms
involved in the smuggling were fined $2,383
each and sent to jail lor a vear. But this
seldom happens. The ban on shipments to

NATO

Another goal has been

West Germans

to

to persuade the

contribute troops to a

defense army, so we try to avoid

of-

German sensibilities. These considmake it difficult for our authorities
down on shipment ol contraband.
do have some very tough Army cops,

fending

erations

to crack

We

the 7751

MP

Customs Unit, stationed along

the borders of our zone to help the rather
diffident

German customs

inspectors enforce

trade in that direction.

The Germans them-

is

that the

Germans are

not absolutely sure a consignment is warlike
unless it actually explodes in their faces. A
Socialist leader of West Gcrmanv, Herbert

30
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The Eastern Economic outfit usually telephones to the German licensing authorities,

who

generally reply that the shipment

MPs

to let

tria,

an

is

Economic orders the

Eastern

noncritical.

go through.
At a customs checkpoint along the border
between the U.S. Zone of Germany and Ausit

MP

sergeant recently stopped ship-

ment of what he believed was two microhardness testers, critically important

in

the

manufacture of high-test steels such as are
used in armor plating. They were bound
from West Germany to Budapest in Communist Hungary.
I

me

told

the story: "I

felt

I had something big to show
months out here on the border.

figured

long.

We

got orders

release the shipment.

"Well, a thing like that could easily hap-

impression after seeing some of the
move across the border with Ger-

export licenses

stop a suspi-

instruments weren't the kind of hardness
testers used for critical steels. So we had to

li-

pen.

We MPs

aren't technical experts, and

how can we be sure whether

things that

man

MPs

But that didn't
from the High Commission saying they had
checked with the German license authority,
and through them with the factory, and the

censing of exports, and it is my observation
that they have often been quite lenient.

My

like this: the

last

traditional

selves have been allowed to control the

works

The sergeant

that their area can he ecoits

It

the Eastern Economic Relations Division of

the U.S. High Commission lor instructions.

lor all those

the East

who doubt

may or may
German licensing

cious looking shipment at the border and ask

good.

is not very popular among many
West German manufacturers and authori-

among

of the 7751 are

the most frustrated soldiers in uniform to-

German government, but

ery.

nomically prosperous without

men

the ban. But the

cases, finding 1,000

day, for final decisions on what

not pass depend on the

permission to ship the plant to its West Berlin branch. A shipping license was granted

ties,

MPs opened

turned some of the names over to the West
according to him, was that his sources of
information in the plants got fired.

MP

possibly for tanks, are held by an

after discovery at Frankfurt airport. Suspicious

ONLY SMUGGLER JAILED
to date

is

Gustav Davidovic

ing
in

West Germany

ifnrrgrtmtul),

here in

court with lawyer. He pleaded guilty, got eight years
for sending SfiOO.OOO in goods to Czechoslovakia.

machine

part

is

funny

— except

Before

1

a strange-look-

designed to

to knit underwear'/

that

But
it

make

steel or

was

really

wasn't funny

at all.

this case

started this hitch in the

Army,

I

of

llic-e. after

German

RAILWAY CHECKUP sends MPs

licensing office, declaring that suspected sliipmenl con-

lained only locomotive parts, had persuaded

I,

.S.

High Commission

to release

scrambling among winches stopped at Salzis only U.S. agency actually inspecting.

burg en route to Trieste. Military police

it.

few people from behind the Iron Curtain let
out by Soviet authorities to work in the

the Iron Curtain countries but such success

in Detroit. It just so

was

West. He regards himself as a

column

had

Great Lakes Steel
happened that my job
work with mierohardiiess testers!''

a job for three years at

(i>

The German

license authorities anil the

people in the High Commission s trading division may be right. They say that it is perfectly possible to make an accurate cheek on
shipments by comparing serial ami model
numbers against manufacturers' lists and
catalogs, without seeing the goods. Bui nobody will ever convince the sergeant that he
did not see a pair of critical mierohardness

One

Germain decided

lo get

authorities in

tough, mostly as

a matter of window-dressing.

W

e-t

(ieriuau

When

speed he preferred shipping by

for

Germany amounted

to

he figured, included
87.5 million worth of highly critical machinery and $15 million worth of chemicals, plus
some 32,500 tons of copper, zinc, aluminum,
mercury, bronze, cobalt and cadmium. For

that Davidovic seemed to be the only
person taking the rap, the chief justice said,
"I do not believe in taking the pawns and
fact

his

Hamburg, with manifests indicating

While they lay inside the free port,
somebody changed the papers and the destination stencils. They left the port on a ship
flying the Red (lag.
All European free ports are regularly visittory.

The 7751 MPs have worked hard to try
from West Germany

to
to

ed by Soviet ships.

One dockmaster

1952, my source thought, the illegal trade
was perhaps a third higher than this. Exact-

ern Economic Division would like to think.

they have developed

man

Davidovie's successors have grown even

ities

West Germany. (The

have been somewhat tougher.) This exis an engineer named Gustav Davidnow serving a prison sentence. He was

ception

convicted of helping smuggle to Czechoslo-

A

$152,000 smelting conveyor, $300,electrical equipment.

very useful sixth columnist, while he

lasted,

Davidovic

is

a Czech and one of the

free ports. But
sometimes too slow,

smuggling by land.
at the behest of a sixth columnist, makes a
high-quality lathe designed for a munitions
factory in Czechoslovakia. Rather than being
shipped directly to its destination, the lathe
is sent westward out of Germany.
Somewhere in France, Holland or Belgium, the sixth columnist takes deliverv. In
one way or another perhaps even by using
phony shipping papers and licenses that certify the contents of the crate to be merely
old Coca-Cola bottles
the sixth columnist
gets permission to send it to Czechoslovakia.

—

vakia such goods as a S68,000 calibrated
lathe, a

is

some fine techniques of
A West German factory,

has ever been convicted

000 worth of

They too use the

since shipping by sea

convictions mentioned earlier in the article
took place in West Berlin, where the author-

ovic,

me

morial, not to ask embarrassing questions.

smarter.

Yet only one

told

"The captains never tell us where
they came from or where they are going
and we don't ask." It is the business of free
port officials, and has been from time imme-

ly how much of the goods comes from West
Germany is unknown. It is certainly larger
than the German authorities and our East-

as a sixth columnist in

that

they were destined for some Western fac-

frankly,

letting the castles go."

seal off the border

answers

maximum

rail. But
shipments were stopped by the
7751 MPs, he rerouted them through the
free port of Hamburg. They went by rail

when

to

bars.

came up

dissent of the chief justice. Mindful of the

no

to East

$22.5 million in 1951. This,

all

for transportation problems. For

he

special ax to grind,

column trade

Davidovic had the simplest of

the

him behind the

Davidovie's sentence

have had has only inspired the sixth
to prove how many different ways

there are of skinning this particular cat.

whom

personal use. has ever been in grave danger
ol 'accompanying

as they

None of

businessmen with

although they obviously loved him
and even supplied a Mercedes sedan for his

dealt,

the estimate that the total sixth

expert, with

mc

when U.S.

guy sent

review by the U.S. Court of Appeals in West
Germany, ii was upheld but over the violent

instruments.

gave

to prison at a lime

fall

INSPECTING A SHIPMENT, German
man measures

customs

bearing held by MP. Germans seldom
inspect cargoes, bar them only for faulty papers.
They held this because it was called "bushings."

—

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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PAPERWORK iMvupie*
I'a--au. (it'riimn\.

MI* checking manifests al
i- sealed, unlmirhahle.

The car^n

Sixth Column CONTINUED
crosses West Germany by rail under the
sacred-cow category of "in transit" goods.
It

The 7751 MPs can stop it only if they can
prove it originated in West Germany. But
the Mi's can rarely furnish proof. One of
them

"We

said.

see

through labeled
ingly like

some

all

amaz-

we used

to see

Ruhr. But nowadays

it's

numno trademark, no code name, no noth-

little hit different.

ber,

machinery going

the stuff

Ironi factories in the

a

this

in transit.' It looks
ol

There's no serial

The damn stuff isn't made anv place!"
The authorities in West Germany, German and U.S. alike, will tell you that this
ing.

MP

was talking through his hat, that it
would be impossible to manufacture anything important and get it into trade channels without obeying the conventions of
trademark and serial number. Again you have
to take your choice as to whom you believe.
In smuggling with the avowed eriernv, no
country has completely clean hands. The
Russians are certainly getting strategic goods
from West Germany, France. Holland. Belgium, England. Scandinavia, Spain. South
America. Africa and Canada. Although the
U.S. has been the leader in the attempt to
embargo strategic materials, some l.S. businessmen have also been offenders.
The problem is by no means a simple one

some unscrupulous villains behind bars. Western Europe
lot of the things the Iron Curtail!
that could be solved by putting

needs a

countries can provide, notably coal, timber

and food, and the only way it can get them
is by some kind of exchange. As long as the
I .S.

tariff

makes

it

for

difficult

W est

Eu-

rope's surplus manufactures to lind profita-

we are not loo convincing
when we condemn those countries lor sellble markets here,

ing where they can.

The answer cannot be provided by the
U.S. alone hut must be worked out internationally in such groupings as

NATO.

Inside

the U.S., however, the problem deserves a
good deal more attention and open discussion than it has been getting. Smuggling is as
old as sin and almost as hard to dispel. But
as recent history has proved,

it

make money

which

marked

32

selling scrap iron

for a Pearl Harbor.

is

silly
is

to

ear-

PAPER TRAIL
Inm

(.'uilaiii

left

b) strategic material going to

roiuii rif>

umler proteriinn

ni

the

in

transit" code
1. ().

Karhcn

i-

laid

out b)

MPs

lniil«fin», r'ranklurt.

in the rotunda of
Kach sheet records

FRANCE NEW GOVERNMENT

EDITORIALS
Like our own government, the government of France has just
been entrusted to a new administration. It is not likely,

and

though, that Premier Rene Mayer will be in office long. Before World War II the Third French Republic averaged a new

its seat,

government every six months. The Fourth Republic has averaged a new government everv four and one half months.
French intellectuals have often pictured the U.S. government as dominated by gangsters and Coca-Cola millionaires.

A

unintellectual U.S. citizens' concept of govern-

strictly

ment

in

The
gress)

France might be something

like this:

building where the National Assembly (French Con-

convenes

is

speaker's rostrum.

really a theater, with a stage instead of a

The show on the stage

is

produced and

can prove that less than

litical

French

the prime minister and cabinet members,

who rush around

and hide behind and under things whenever there's another
knock on the door. From time to time a big can-can chorus
comes running on stage and starts kicking away to loud
Offenbach music. Then the stage darkens: Edith Piaf in a
spotlight begins to sing a sob ballad about how tough things
were during the war lor French politicians. She is interrupted
by a hubbub between a man and a woman sitting in a nearby
this time played by Zsa
box. They turn out to be Marianne
Zsa Gabor and the U.S. State Department, played by W. C.

—

—

Fields. Zsa Zsa's sore because, while he's told her repeatedly

that she's the loveliest

woman

in the world,

he hasn't once

told her she's also the most formidable, lie does so and slips

a billion dollar

hill

into her stocking.

Every now and then members of the audience grow bored

II

boom no

industry has performed

more

muscular feats than the former craft called home building.
With its new assembly-line methods in seven years it has
built more than seven million homes, an all-time record.
Since the new administration will need a housing policy
and since the industry's basic market situation is changing
significantly, Life and its sister magazine, House & Home,
thought this a good time to invite the leaders of every association in the industry to a stock-taking round table. They
met and asked themselves what federal laws should be retained, which discarded, in order to assure the maintenance
of a healthy rate and high standard of home building for
Americans. Here, in summary, are their main findings, which
we commend to President Eisenhower:
To be kept or extended. The home mortgage insurance
program. This is as essential to widespread home ownership
(a sound and legitimate goal of public policy) as federal demaintaining confidence in banks. Furthermore the one need involve no more government subsidy
than the other, if kept on a sound actuarial basis.
Not only did the round table favor retaining federal mort-

posit insurance

is to

down payments: it would like these
The insurance should cover the sale of modernized
homes on the same terms as new ones. The quickest and

buffet. If at

any time the

51%

of the audience

And

the

show

is

is still

over

till

in

an-

age?

We

don't envy anybody
politics. It

would be

who

trying to

is

make sense of

pleasatiter to concentrate

make

on the
more

things

Frenchmen have given

civilization to

worth

living: great painting,

prose, architecture; the best

food and drink, the best ways to
lovelier.

a part
first

—

make women

life

look and smell

Unfortunately the whole world— of which France
in a political crisis

is

is

which demands everybody's

attention.

Without a politically stable France there can be no selfgoverning and self-defending Europe. Without a Europe there
will be little chance for Western civilization. Plenty of individual Frenchmen know this for logic is a French specialty.
Individual Frenchmen are "good Europeans"
among the
best. The coal-and-steel community now beginning to knit
the continent together is the work of individual Frenchmen.
So it must be hoped that individual Frenchmen will find a
way to change the No. 1 obstacle to European unity, which is
France's own impossible political habits and machinery.

—

MILLION HOMES A YEAR

In America's postwar

falls.

This concept may seem outrageous to a French intellectual, but he would be surprised at how closely it approximates concepts held by quite a few U.S. congressmen who
will be voting on foreign aid this session. Why must France
have not three or four but a dozen major political parties?
The legislative branch of the French government can overthrow the executive branch at will but doesn't have to run
for office itself except once every four years: what's the sense
to that? When will French politicians start being their po-

played in by the current premier and cabinet ministers: the

—

the government

other team of producers can be picked.

members of the Assembly make up the audience. The show
always opens with a rollicking bedroom farce involving Marianne the beautiful girl who svmbolizes the Republic and

—

wandering out to the

start

critics

proposal to

a

foresees a trade-in

market for homes

mobiles, but this can only

homes and

come

if

ike

the one for auto-

the terms of financing

new

old are the same.

To be dropped or

revised

The forum does not

subsidies.

like

downward.

Practically

lowest cost multiple-unit public projects where local

exhausted

tive has first

recommended method

all
is

all

rule out federal subsidies for
initia-

other slum-clearing remedies. The

along the lines of the "Baltimore

simply a block-by-block enforcement of existing building and sanitary codes, with the support of an
Plan." This

is

aroused public opinion against backsliding owners.
The round table also demanded an end to all federal rent
control, except that "in certain critical defense areas it might

be continued
ties."

The

briefly at the specific request of local authori-

utter stagnation of private building in France (and

to a lesser extent in Great Britain)

shows the surest

result

of rent controls kept too long. U.S. rents today are not in-

on the average, Americans pay a smaller percentage
of their total incomes for rent than at any time in the past
100 years.
flated;

Such are the chief Life-House

& Home proposals

to Ike.

boom

gage insurance and low

Nationally speaking, the postwar housing shortage and

extended.

are over.

old

around one million new units a year. These experts think it can be done
under the unfamiliar stimulus of competition, not government aid. The industry must now shift its emphasis from
quantity to quality, which only a free market can bring out.

cheapest way to raise our housing standards is to spend money on our huge but largely neglected reservoir of 43 million

owners should be given every credand modernize them. The industry

existing structures. Their
it

inducement

to repair

ers'

The industry now

market.

It

would

faces seven leaner years of a buy-

like to stabilize itself at

34
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Tempting

Tender

THE SQUARE-MEAL SOUP"
Yes, from

its glistening

of the bowl, this

is

surface right

down

to the bottom

truly a "square-meal" soup. In its

hearty beef stock you'll find tender pieces of lean
beef and lots of luscious vegetables.

Your family

will

enjoy this old-fashioned meat -and -vegetable soup.
They'll especially welcome

menfolk go for

it,

and

it's

it

these winter days.

a "natural" for the children's

lunch or for an early-to-bed supper. So keep

your soup

shelf. It'll serve

The

you

well at

it

many

handy on
a mealtime.

VEGETABLE BEEF SOUP

Copyrighted matei

So you can always
be sure you're getting

only the finest, freshest,

most flavorful crackers
and cookies... so you and
millions of American

homemakers
misled

will

not be

into accepting

substitutes... this

famous

Red Seal you know you can
trust is on the easy-to-see

upper
every

left

hand corner

of

NABISCO package.

Look for

it

when you

buy!

NABISCO

•

BAKERS OF AMERICA'S MOST FAMOUS CRACKERS AND
COOKIES.. .RITZ CRACKERS. PREMIUM SALTINE
CRACKERS. OREO CREME SANDWICH. AND MANY OTHERS.

It's

not on the

savings alone,

sir.

That the friends of Paul Jones
look with favor.

The

reason you'll

make
Is its

it

your own,

sir.

velvety-smooth,

mellow

flavor.

ones
SINCE 1865...
Now 5 generations finer

You just

can't buy

better drink at

FRANKFORT DISTILLERS CORP.,

N.

Y.

a

any price!

C. BLENDED WHISKEY. 86 PROOF 72)4% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

LONG-LEGGED SUDANESE TRIBESMAN, LEAPING HIGH INTO THE AIR DURING WAR DANCE, LOOKS DOWN ON THE EFFORT OF EGYPTIAN ENVOY TO MATCH HIS STEPS

A

NEW

HIGH IN DIPLOMACY

For years Great Britain and Egypt have argued
over control of the Sudan, the strategic million
square miles of swampland and grassy savannah which contain the vital headwaters of the
Nile River. The British occupy it under a con-

boldly
their

passed out trinkets, gave chieftains

in.

lirsl

look into mirrors, delivered speeches

made

his noblest

effort while visiting a Nilotic tribe

whose long-

against the British. But he

legged spearmen put on a war dance for their

dominium; the Egyptians, who long claimed it,
now simply say the Sudanese should have a

visitor.

chance

his hosts'

Leaping into their midst, the major
up and down in imitation of
high-bounding steps.

started to jounce

be independent if they want to be.
out how the Sudanese who arc
largely illiterate tribesmen
feel about their
future and to win friends for Egypt, General

cess with the delighted tribesmen. Its effect

Naguib sent an

was

To

to

find

—

—

young aide, Major Salah
Salem, into the swamps. Salem has the reputation of being a man who could charm the
wings off birds, but he was warned he might be
in danger among the wild tribes. Salem went
affable

Athletically Salem's effort could have been
better.

But diplomatically

it

was a huge suc-

faraway England. There British diplomats, already haunted by recent embarrassments, were heckled by a newspaper (right)
which hinted they could learn something from
Major Salem's new style of dancing diplomacy.
felt in

JIBE

at British

Express,
staff,

ditional

diplomats, a cartoon in the

London Daily

has Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden (ell his
It is time, gentlemen, to exchange our tramethods of diplomacy for those that get results."
.

.
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A

TIME OF CRASH, jus! after 8:38 a.m., was reCorded by big electric clock below the concourse

which shipped when train fell through floor, tn
background is first car, at right, rear of engine.

left

WRECK OF THE FEDERAL SPANS UNION

STATION'S

A TRAIN RUNS

OUT OF TRACK

RESCUE WORKERS,
in the baggage

42

right after crash, work
room below concourse where the

engine and first car dropped. They dug frantically
through rubble in search of bodies, found none.

SHATTERING NEWSSTAND,
vendor who saw

train

can nam.uK missed
coming, leaped counter and fled.

CONCOURSE. THE ENGINE

The

IS

TILTED UPWARD AT RIGHT. THE SECOND CAR. WHICH HAS CRASHED AHEAD, HIDES FIRST CAR, PARTLY ON THE FLOOR BELOW

its coaches' wheels. Guessing at once that the brakes
had failed, the train director called the slationinastcr's ollice at the end of
Track In and yelled. Kunawa\ train coining right at JWHl! Only second*

its engine in reverse but still
through the sled gale into the huge
concourse and. in a roar ol smoke and sparks, sank through the concourse door. When the smoke cleared there were -i\ seriously injured
and no dead. What had saved the Federal from causing worse catastrophe
was the fact that the concourse Hour had collapsed, slopping the engine
before it could plow into the crowded waiting room just inches away, leaving the train dumped in the huge station like a scene out of a bad dream.

NUDGING A DOOR,

first

train director look cine look al ihe

Pennsylvania Railroad's Federal

pali- and grabbed for a phone. HcadUnion Station, less than a thousand
feel away, the Federal should have been slowing down; instead it was
Cracking along at 45, its horn blasting, its engineer gesturing and

Express
i

r

1

tz

,1-

H pas.-ed

lii>

lower, turned

into Track 16 nl Washington's

sparks shooting from

tilted

a headlight

engine poke- into the station

*

on nose of the
nailing room.

UPENDED,

the rear of the

alter the ollice was cleared, the federal, with
iloing 35, hit the stopblock. crashed

car broke through

station wall. ladder was used to get passengers out.

WRECKING OFFICE
first

of the Btalionmaster, the
made hv engine.

car ( forvprnumi) sank in hole

Copyrighted
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ON THE NEWSFRONTS OF THE WORLD

LIFE

The Russians purge some doctors, Truman says goodby and
The knock

in

the nighl which

means the

cret police, lorlure. probably a "confession,"
almost certainly death, came to nine Russian doctors. They stood accused of having
killed Politburo man Andrei Zhdanov in 1948
by giving him wrong treatment for heart

reports after long researches that tea
is the appropriate stimulant for intellectuals and coffee for athletes, while

Condition and of plotting to murder several

a good cigar relieves anxiety, banishes
fatigue and lessens preoccupation with

generals.

When Moscow
rity

kidnaped boy returns to his true home

a

Dr. Erica Knaffl-Lenx von Fohnsdorf
of the University of Vienna, one of the
world's leading experts on narcotics,

se-

papers denounced the secu-

the ego.

services for not discovering the "plot"

sooner, Western observers speculated that a

move was

Truman's farewell address

afoot to get rid of Lavrenty Beria.

Beyond speculation was the anti-Semitic

na-

to the

were linked to "espionage activity" of "Jewish bourgeois nationalist'' outfits.

a

all

The Communist

anti-Semitic purge, revealed

Prague, moved into East
Germany from which four leaders of the Jewish
community fled West last week.

by the Slansky

trial in

Truman gave a farewell talk on TV
American people before going back to be

President

ture of the move. Most of the accused were

Jews, and

TOKYO STRIPPERS RESISTING INFECTION

The
hum-

plain private citizen" in Independence.

speech, which was not ghostwritten, was
ble

An epidemic offlu, fortunately not of a par-

ing and help" of

ticularly virulent kind,

and friendly. He urged the "understandall for his successor, warned
against anv idea of launching a preventive war.
Then, as Bess Truman and Margaret came in to

across the U.S. A similar epidemic is reported raging in Japan, where most places of

stand

entertainment

at his side for

the last time in public as

first family, Harry Truman ended
"Goodnight and God bless you all."

had

is

to shut

America's

single exception

with,

ments. The performers,

of the

racing eastward

down, with the

strip tease establish-

who have had

to

work mostly in unhealed buildings, have apparently built up an immunity against

Cinematic Commentator Hedda Hopper

of-

fered readers of Modern Screen a summary
character study of Lana Turner: "To her,
men are like new dresses to be donned and

The Thai that binds not

doffed at pleasure. Seeing a felloie that at-

Pvt.

tracts her.she'slikc a child
doll.

.

.

.

And

like

the stuffing out

a

lookingat a

child, she

of the

new

can knock

doll in a

week."

Waller Johnson of Greeley, Neb. was
barely off the boat in Korea when he received

orders to put on

Two
T.W.U.

"HOWLING MOB"

IN

PHILADELPHIA

The transport workers of Philadelphia
went out on

strike, partly paralyzing

down

a contract

officials

had nego-

the city, after voting

which their union

management. Repudiated T.W.U. Boss .Mike Quill blamed
his awkward situation on "a howling
tiated with the

mob

It was a prod"stampede, stupidity
.This is anarchy." Four
the strikers relumed to work
on Quill-approved terms.

in

in

ican soldiers

Vienna

Austrian-born American citizens

who had

World War II were
arrested in Vienna and flown to Washington to
stand trial there on charges of 14 overt acts of
served in the U.S.

Army

in

espionage by handing over American intelligence information to the Russians. Yuri V.
Novikov, second secretary of the Soviet Embassy to the U.S., was named co-conspirator
and declared persona nun grata.

the front seats."

uct, he said, of

and hysteria.

.

.

iluys later

Charley Joe Tipp, 9, of Mishawaka,
Ind. learned in court that he was really Ronnie Thompson of Dayton, Ohio.
He had l>een kidnaped by Mrs. Tipp
in a mental hospital after murdering a small boy) when he was a
year old. Returned to his rightful parents, he was readjusting his life with

(now
Death

of

the two platoons

The National
unanimously

Collegiate Athletic Association
killed the free substitution rule.

dress uniform and receive

battalion. Private Johnson protested that he
wasn't even sure where Thailand was, but he
was peremptorily told to obey the orders. After he had duly received the medal, it was discovered that in transliterating from Thai to
English his name had been confused with that
of a soldier w ho had genuinely fought with the
Thais. Army authorities said Private Johnson
would have to give the medal back.

77ie Yugoslav parliament elected a president of the country under a revised constitution. Marshal Josip Bra: Tito was triumphantly elected by a vote of 568 to 1. The
balloting was done in secret, and the lone
dissenter did not care to come forward to

identify himself.

Brothers

in

Korea

apparent case.
Pvt. Irwin Rietz, 21, an

It thus elided the two-platoon system under
which colleges had to have what amounted to
two separate teams, one for offense and one for
defense. The change raised a storm of praise
and vituperation, in terms familiar enough to
the editors of Life who denounced the twoplatoon system 18 months ago ("Football Is

Army

medic, treating

combat casualty on the front lines
in Korea, bandaged a moaning soldier's chest
wound. As he was lifting him onto an evacu-

his

first

alion litter jeep, he looked at the casualty's
face for the first time and saw that it was his
twin brother Edwin. Thirty minutes later Edwin died of his wound at an aid station.

a Farce," Sept. 17, 1951). were in turn denounced by scores of readers for trying to

undermine American

full

Dhappong Davakul
The prince was decorating Amerwho had served with the Thai

a medal from Prince Pridi
of Thailand.

Spy case

res-

piratory infection.

institutions.

The school trustees in Conroe, Texas
became alarmed at the latest "fad" in
William O'Dwyer, ex-mayor of New
York, e\-ambassador to Mexico, announced his marriage to ex-mode!
Sloan Simpson has ended in separation.
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the high school and junior high school
getting married (eight did last
fall). Any student who marries from
now on will be expelled.

set:

RONNIE (SECOND FROM RIGHT) REJOINS FAMILY
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ever
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Quickest Nut Bread ever .

.

and you make
•

No

with Bisquick

it

way! • Saves 3

easier

• You don't

tedious steps!

• You don't measure

flour!

sift

shortening! • You don't blend

everything

seconds! • Yet
out moist

it

in!

Quick Nut Bread comes

this

and

with old-time flavor!

rich

• Reach for the Bisquick!
QUICKEST NUT BREAD EVER

Mix

together.

.

cup sugar

\<i
1

<"gg

1^
] j

>

cups milk
cups chopped

Diamond Brand Walnuts
Mix
Beat hard

Bake

for

in well

.

3 cups ISisquick

30 seconds.

pan, 9' L;x5' |X2 , 4'-in., 45 to
50 min. in moderate oven (350°), until pick thrust into
center comes out clean. Cool before cutting.
in well greased loaf

TRY THESE WONDERFULLY DIFFERENT NUT BREADS!
FRUIT NUT BREAD Make same as Nut Bread above except use
cup
sugar and instead of milk use orange juice. Use only
cup chopped

%

Diamond Brand Walnuts and add 1 cup
Bake 55 to 60 min.

raisins or

chopped dried

apri-

cots, dates or figs.

ORANGE NUT BREAD Same as Fruit

Nut Bread

grated orange rind instead of dried

fruit.

above but add

Bake 50

1 tbsp.

to 55 min.

BANANA NUT BREAD Follow basic Nut Bread directions (in pink panel
% cup sugar, \ 2 cup milk, 5 4 cup chopped Diamond
1 cup mashed bananas (2 or 3 bananas).

above), except use

Brand Walnuts and add

<*j£

^

DUMPUNGS

^^^^

MEAT

PIE

PANCAKES

MUFFINS

BISCUITS

• Mix

one bowl! • Beat only 30

in

<fp
WAFFLES

<3

VELVET-CRUMB CAKE

^

NUT BREAD

For feeding a family you can't beat

SHORTCAKE

i
THE GREAT SPANISH
BULLFIGHT SCANDAL
HORN TIPS HAVE BEEN COVERED WITH GREASES TO HIDE THE MUTILATION

MATADOR RESTS ARM ON

BULL'S HEAD TO

SHOW SCORN FOR ANIMAL. BUT OLDTIME FANS ARE JUST AS SCORNFUL OF MATADOR FOR THIS KIND OF CLOWNING

Doctoring of horns explains why the matadors have become so brave and the fierce bulls so timid
Even more than the U.S. over

its

basketball

scandal, Spain has exploded over startling ev-

idence that its bullfight audiences are being
hornswoggled. According to Antonio Bienvenida, a top-notch bulllighter himself, who has
these photographs to back up his charges, the
bulls in nearly

all

of Spain's 350 corridas are

secretly mutilated

to

make them

lose

their

accomplished partly by sawing
tips (left), partly by filing off
the outer material of the horns (right), makThis

fight.

off the

is

horn

ing them so tender
come afraid to gore
said

that the bulls actually be-

the matadors. Bienvenida

the mutilation has been standard prac-

tice for the past

tion, if true,
toreros

four or

may

five years.

explain

why some

His revelaof Spain's

can dance and disport themselves in

front of the supposedly vicious animals (above)
as if they

SAWING

takes off horn's hard points.

softer tissue

is filed

to

make

Then

the

relatively harmless lip.

were playing ring-around-the-rosy.

RASPING
"favor"

it

as

makes horn sensitive, causes hull to
human would finger that had lost nail.
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Copyr

New

Dynoflow ratio

2.45 to

it

1

power at low speeds

for greater

Dynaflo

New Twin-Turbine

./

torq le output efficiency

increased

Dynoflow Drive

gives far foster, quieter

getaway

ROADMASTER,

(Standard on

optional on other Series)

New

Dynoflow control

spring loaded,

rolls to

lever

is

positions

for smoother, easier selection ol

ronges

New

Dynoflow

shaft

prevents flow of

seal at propeller
oil

New

from

Dynaflow range indicator

designed for better

transmission
letters

visibility

of

and quadrant

Front cross-member of chassis

Dynamic flow muffler cuts power
loss to zero— first time In car history (SUPER and ROADMASTER)
Side

frame

roil

widened—stronger, more rigid
improve steering and roadto

ability

Front wheel tread widened 1
inch — betters road stance and
sure-footed nets (SUPER and

(SUPER and ROADMASTER)

ROADMASTER)

and extensions

thickened to increase frame rigid'ity

(SPECIAL)

Spring rates reduced for better
cushioning

(ROADMASTER)

Shock absorbers newly calibrated
for better

balanced ride
Self-energizing braking action in-

creased to lighten needed pedal

Power Brakes reduce needed

pressure

pedal pressure by 50% (Optional,

ROADMASTER

New

23.6 to

cated

greatly reduces steer-

1,

ing effort (SPECIAL

added
double

between

bumper roils ads as
air scoop, improves
cooling of engine compartment

New

Tri-Color

Golden

Anniversary medallion,
originated on experimental "Car of Future"
XP-300, gives striking
color contrast

per bumper

(SUPER)

in.

Turn

parking, handling

cost

New integrated
with

New visored headcued by experimental 'Car of Future"
XP-300
lights

in

more adva need

position for greater
protection

windshield

now

ard

models,

in all

all

Series

ramic rear window
with no vertical

New chrome wheel
discs with embossed
"locomotive" hub
resist

one-piece pano-

bors provides
unobstructed view

increase trunk

car,

divider

New

stand-

capacity (SPECIAL)

and rear fenders
up-contoured to give
car lower, longer look

of rear fender furthers

New semaphore

car styling, gives
added parking pro-

arrangement of rear
light grouping puts toll
reflectors,

and direction

signals in higher posi-

ond

Radiator

grille
greater

for

tection

Unit grouping of head-

widened

turn

signal

more functional

air intake

puts

parking light in safer
signal in

New

87 items— or simply glance through
will realize that

neers have gone

all

Buick engi-

out in this Jubilee

type, with inner screen

scratch protection

ment serves as

(SUPER)

for trunk

new

score of

in appearance.

new V8 Engine

features

New

have produced the most advanced

for

increased

to this infinitely

New valve-covered
opening in defroster
improves lieat distribution, heots front

compartment faster

visi-

rear-deck orna-

V8

ever placed in a production car.

(Optional,

Series)

oil

wire

wheel covers add
sports car

appearance

lid lifter

(Optional,

all

Series)

Air intake of car Interior

ventilating

tem increased by

sys-

70%

have increased the distinctiveness of
appearance, the richness of appointments,

The new Twin -Turbine Dynaflow
tures have given a spectacular new
away and quiet

system
Series)

New chromed

rear fender widens car

transmission.

fort,

greater

appearance, adds

Obviously, the Golden Anniversary
Buick is a new-day automobile— new in
performance, new in thrill, new in com-

The

for

identifying

Year of 1953.

Car interior heater bypasses transmission
efficiency (Optional, oil

bility

fender ports are slash

loca-

WHETHER you read every one of these

tion

line"

chrome molding on

tion

them— you

(ROADMASTER)

New "speed

parking light

position,

elimi-

stop

lights,

lights

gives easier access to
light,

denting,

need for wheel

ex-

bottom

piece safety hood

cowl-hinged one-

nate

trim rings

New sweepspear
tension along

engine, more light

'ROADMASTER)

rain

Higher rear fenders
and trunk lid widen
rear appearance of

on up-

center projectile

reduced for easier

New-type drain gutter
permits opening of
windows in

rail

bumper guard bombs

radius

on other Series

front vent

Front

New

and convenience

optional at extra

hood

vent

for

Power Steering now standard on

One-piece curved

New

accelerator

ROADMASTER,

New "scoop" hood
ornament recessed
into and unitized with

massive 2-piece

rails

to

greater safety

braking area increased

to 207.5 sq.

of

closer

relo-

and SUPER)
Effective

gives

life

wear, wind buffeting
Steering gear ratio increased to

New

lining

caster to reduce steering effort,

Brake pedal widened and

protection

brake

higher-friction

ups braking power ond lining

(ROADMASTER)

tire

bumper

(ROADMASTER)

only)

Front wheels brought to zero'

fea-

the sumptuousness of comfort.

get-

Above all, new value has been engineered

smooth

famed Buick Million Dollar Ride.

into these motorcars by these 87 advances
—value that celebrates half a century of
Buick building. So we invite you to come
in and let us show you that these are,
in all truth, the greatest Buicks— and the

The 30-odd new body and

greatest values— in fifty great years.

The dozen-plus new chassis features have
added new luxury and levelness to the

When better automobiles are built Buick trilt build them

SEE YOUR

style features

Equipment, accessories, trim and models are subject

to

change without

notice.

NEAREST RUICK
Television freol-lfte

BUIOC CIRCUS HOUR-every

fourth Tuetday.

Firobal!

V8

Engine, world's newest,

Compression

molt advanced V8 (SUPER and

ROADMASTER)

ratio of 8.5

t»

1-

Record high

188 hp

20%

ROADMASTER

performance, better road economy

— first time in any
more compact engine,

gives

New-type exhaust manifold

In

record high- -bettert economy in

V8

locates

better

separate

ports

in

Bore

V8

in

V3 increased

to 4.0, stroke

reduced to 3.2— to increase compression and power with almost
same displacement

at eoch

cylinder

Vertical valves

V8

—

for

longer valve-stem

better

life,

12-volt

electrical

system

in

V6

New

provides higher voltage needed

oil

of

for high compression

economy

"T" type intake manifold

VB

gives

more uniform

fuel

Bimetallic thermostat in
trols

distribution

V8

con-

heot valve on exhaust mani-

fold
F

263 Fireball 8 Engine rede-

signed to reach 7.6 to

1

compres-

(SPECIAL)

sion ratio

V3 cylinder head designed

to

angle flow of incoming

to

fuel

"fireball" the charge for greater

New hp

high

130

of

turbulence

F-263

in

Engine gives faster acceleration,

V8 piston heads flattened off and
domed to closely fit cylinder head

better performance

crease

power, compression,

ciency,

economy

minimum flame

for

New, more compacted combustion
chambers of F-263 Engine ineffi-

travel

Spark plugs centered in V8 combustion chambers for uniform
flame travel

New

dome design

piston

F-263

in

Engine shortens flame travel

Spark plugs of F-263 Engine

Rubber boot covers for spark
plugs and wiring of V8 keep out

relo-

cated toward center of Fireball

charge

for better

moisture, dirt,

case clear of fumes

Water pump and timing chain
cover in V8 compacted to reduce

CromVshaft

weight, space, noise

greater torsional rigidity

V8 has

faster

cranking speed for bette

cold-

New

starter for

New

Compacted V8 Engine— 13 inches
shorter,

and with

40%

more

engine hp per lb.— permits more

moneuveroble

Buick

New

Atrcondi-

tioner automatically

New

shroud around V8 fan pro-

vides

more

Brake-on warning
incorporated into

(Standard

on

pa ne
ROADI

MASTER, optional on
other Series)

panels

levels of quiet, all
all

Series

36%

less

weight, yet has

Cam-contoured crankshaft counterweights

in

V8 permit

full-depth,

stronger pistons

New-type

full-flow

oil

filter

V8 Engine

Increased

3

inches

(SPECIAL)

New "slide-oway"
front-seat feature in

ROADMASTER

and

SUPER 2-door models
adds 4' 3 inches to

Newly designed door
panels and armrests
carry out instrument
panel motif

(ROADMASTER)
Cordaveen and chrome

new

V8 has

less

Front seat width

zig-zag type

instrument panel

has easy-grip, safetystyle control knobs,
eliminates chrome reflections

models,

in-

directly connected to

speeds

rear loading entrance

Acoustics refined to

efficient cooling at alt

springs on alt seats
and backs add to ride
comfort (SPECIAL)

regulates car interior

light

V8

in

50%

insures constantly clean oil intake

temperature (Optional,
models 72R, 76R. 52
and 5SR)

New

inverted elbow-type air

cleaner and silencer for

chassis

instrument

length,

creases air volume with less noise

weather starting

New

oil

combustion

2 engine breathers keep crank-

New
on

pleated tops of

ROADMASTER

door

Newly

New

of Seoltron have
almost indestructible

seats in all 2-door
models increase entrance ease to rear

wearing qualities

compartment

style d door
panels and kick plates

"tilt-away" front

(SPECIAL)

New

4-bar, 2-spoke

steering
creases

wheel

in-

Instrument

readability, wheel flexibility,

handrest con-

Newly designed hardware and escutcheons
with appearance of
fine silver

venience

New rubber-base
needle-point nylon
front and
carpeting,
rear,

adds living-room

comfort

(ROADMASTER)

New

nylon fabrics and

firmer seat cushions

(ROADMASTER)

DEALER

The greatest

llijlh:i
in

50 great years
Copyrighted material

r

FIRST MEETING OF IKE WITH CABINET
In

New York

ered for the

last

first

week the top figures of the new administration gathtime to give a preview of the Eisenhower cahinet and

advisers of near cabinet rank. Left to right, front row, are Herbert Brow-

Attorney General; George Humphrey, Secretary of Treasury; Vice
President Richard Nixon; Eisenhower; John Foster Dulles, Secretary of
State, and Charles E. Wilson, Secretary of Defense. Standing are Joseph
nell,

52

Dodge, Budget Director; Oveta Culp Hobby, Federal Security; Sherman
Adams, Assistant to the President; Sinclair Weeks, Commerce; Douglas McKay, Interior; Arthur Summerfield, Postmaster General; Ezra Taft
Benson, Agriculture; Martin Durkin, Labor; Henry Cabot Lodge Jr., U.N.
Ambassador, and Harold Stassen, Mutual Security Director. Later in the
week Mrs. Eisenhower gave a preview of her inaugural dresses {p. 77)

ram

mm
itjiii

SALUTE TO IKE FROM THE EIGHTH ARMY
On

parade ground at Tokyo's (lamp Drake lasl mouth inemlters i»f a provisional company of the U.S. Kighth Army snapped lo attention. These
a

were the combat veterans chosen lo march in the Inaugural Parade up
Pennsylvania Avenue on Jan. 20. carrying- as they do here— the colors
of the 23 Army and Marine regiments now serving under General Van
Fleet. In Washington they would wear standard battle dress, with the

Marines in the second rank easily distinguished In the mottled camouon their helmets. More used to patrolling than marching, both soland Marines were put through intensive drill under their commandCaptain Joseph B. Love, chosen because he hail been a rifle company
Commander longer "than atnonc in Korea." Then tbev were reads to
march lor the soldier-president they were traveling fS.(KM) miles lo honor.
flage

diers
er,

A

16-Minute Marvel
Easiest (andfastest)

homemade apple pie ever

with Comstock Pie-Sliced Apples

and Pillsbury Pie Crust Mix
taking time

You get the extra flaky

You get

crust...

that makes the pie. It's Pillsbury Pie Crust
Mix, the only mix that's Chill-Blended (the
old-time secret of super flakiness). So quick
and completely simple, too. Just add water,
bake ... and proudly marvel!

Mix

The Chill-Blended Mix

ll

t

-n,

tart, pie -sliced apples...

homemade apple pie.
Firm, tender, perfect apple slices with all the
flavor goodness of fresh apples but none of the
work or waste. Pour. Season to taste. Enjoy!
for that true-tart flavor of

Comstock

Pillsbury
Pie Crust

n-a,

PIE-SLICED
Chill-blended for
flakier crust, pie
after pie after pie.

APPLES
Tart, pie-perfeet stices ready for the crust.

No peel
No core
No waste!

RELIGION

GLISTENING WITH PERSPIRATION FROM HIS ACTIVITY, THE DEVIL SHOWS THE EAGER. TOOTHY LOOK WITH WHICH HE CONFRONTS MORTALS

IN

THE PLAY

DIABOLICAL DOINGS IN ATLANTA
A posturing Devil
Fur two night-

in

in the Big Bethel

Atlanta morality play tries to keep mortals from getting by Gates of Heaven
Church

in At-

lanta. Oa. a red-robed, fearsoiiiely horni'ii Devil

24 mortals, trying to keep
them out of Heaven. As he leaped and cavorted, he was watched with delight by a church
full of Negroes and whiles who had conic to
see Heaven Bound, a morality play which Big

chased

in pursuit of

Bethel's

Uric.

m

Methodist Kpiscopal congre-

gation has presented every year since 1930.

Staged

at the front

of the church with few-

props and with actors ranging up and down the
aisles, the play chronicles the attempt of 24
souls to get through the Cales of Heaven. Although the audience also came to hear the loud,

rhythmic choir singing which accompanies the
dramatic action, the main attraction was the
Devil himself. His leaping, his grimacing and
his wild posturing were so convincing that
when at times he Hopped himself down in a
vacant seat in the audience for a breather
people around him shrieked and lied in terror.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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A

Morality Play CONTINUED

PILGRIM OF THE CROSS,
shoulder up

my

played by Dora Morgan, sings "Going to

cross, going to take

it

home

to Jesus." Devil

cannot lure her.

V
/J *

NEW PLASTIC BANDAGE
WONT LOOSEN

WATER

IN

WAYWARD
fall* into

GIRL, played by Bernice Gross, staggers in tipsily. almost
audience, makes no effort to rebuff Devil, who dances around her.

FLESH-COLORED!

STAYS NEAT

AND CLEAN!

WATERPROOF
Smooth

I

plastic sheds water,

washes

clean, never gets soggy.

FLESH-COLORED

I

Blends with the color of your skin.

Thin and

flexible,

it

stretches

with every movement and

fits

snugly

even on hard-to-bandage places.

TURNEID

AWAY

choir sings

"Too late

bv

St. Peter.

to enter the

Wayward

Girl kneels at Gates of

Heaven

as

Golden Gate." Then she disappears in smoke.

CONTINUED ON P«SE

i«
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New way

for you to get fast pain relief!

Here's why Bufferin does

®

everything aspirin does

and does

it

faster

and better!

rin
Bufferi
Before any prndtiet can

•

relieve pain, the pain-

acts twice as fast

relieving ingredients

must gel out of the stomach

and

as aspirin!

into the bloodstream.

•

doesn't upset your

stomach

BufTerin, being antacid,

opens the trap door
of the stomach,
gets into the bloodstream

No

twice as fast as aspirin.

tablet or

from pain

powder

can give you

j

relief

until the pain-relieving ingredient

enters the bloodstream.

Bufferin's special

formula combines aspirin with two antacid
Being antacid. Bufferin opens

S^ ingredients.
PRODUCT OF

the stomach valve, gets the pain-relieving

8 M la T OL.-M VERS
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BETTER THAN EVER/

NEW

ROLLS RAZOR
GAMBLER

IS CHASED by Devil who has caught him throwing dice. But
another gambler who heeds mother s pra\ers i- pardoned, admitted to heaver.
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Razor 53. In beautiful,

maroon, satin-lined
(no luxury tax) at

case, only $17.50
all

leading stores.

STREAMUNED SHAV/N6/
IS SLAIN at end of play by a Soldier in the Army of the Lord, played
Weyman Bray. Final score: 20 mortals admitted to Heaven, four to Hell.
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exactly right for your skin and beard.
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Sheffield steel holds the secret of

shaving
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.

happy

every shave!

For 25 years the Rolls Razor has been acclaimed, by

men who have

tried

them all, the finest safety razor in the world. For your shaving pleasure,
we proudly present the time-proven Rolls mechanism and unequalled
Rolls Super-Blade in this new, compact, streamlined model.
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DEHORNED DEVI L chats after the show.
social science teacher
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He

is

Henry

Fiirlow. high-school

has l>een both Devil and director of play since 1944.
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OF PROVEN
The Continental
Insurance Company

Fidelity-Phenix
Fire Insurance

Company

middle of the Nineteenth
Century this country was suffering acute
growing pains. Immigration was heavy. The
gold rush was on. Railroads were pushing
westward. New frontiers and communities
were being established.
bout

the

Insurance was scarce.
Responding to this need, courageous businessmen furnished capital and launched
several insurance companies. Many of these,
or their successors, are prominent today.
Among them are The Continental Insurance
Company, the Fidelity-Phenix Fire Insurance Company and the Niagara Fire Insurance Company, all members of the America

Fore Insurance Group.

For more than a century these companies
have shared in the trials and triumphs of
America by providing industry and individuals
with insurance protection and peace of mind.

A Salute to the 40,000
Who Bring Protection to You!
anniversary year, we salute our 40,000
Agents and the Brokers across the United
States and Canada who bring America Fore
protection into every community to you.
In this

The Continental Insurance Company
Insurance Company
* Niagara Fire Insurance Company
American Eagle Fire Insurance Company
* The Fidelity and Casualty Company
of New York

*

* Fidelity-Phenix Fire
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High Style
Cash-and-Carry
OHRBACH'S BECAME A BIG SUCCESS
BY DISREGARDING ALL THE BULKS
by Herbert Brean
STUDENTS of modern

retailing have yet to produce a foolproof
formula for successfully operating a store. They can, however,
"
list a number of foolproof ways wherehy a retail business can be
hastened into bankruptcy. One is to locate the store in an area inconvenient to the customer. Another is to sell the merchandise at a
low, profit-cutting markup but never to advertise these low prices, or
better still, refrain from advertising the merchandise at all. Another device calculated to keep sales low is to hire a bare minimum of sales
personnel and enjoin them to leave the customers alone unless they
ask questions and never, never do any "persuasive" or high-pressure
I

selling.

these measures do not keep customers away by the thousands,
there are more skillful refinements for alienating the buying public.
This is particularly true if the store caters chiefly to women, whose
instinctual urge to shop has long been cultivated by certain little
thoughtful acts provided by most stores and to which a woman by now
If

feels entitled. So. to keep her out of your store, refuse to allow her a
charge account. Sell her smart clothes, but refuse to alter them. Make
her carry all her bundles home. Accept no mail orders, even if your
location is inconvenient. If you feel obliged to provide a desk for
wrapping packages to be mailed, supply no stamps: let the customer
take the package to the post office herself. Of course the interior of
the store should be kept as inexpensively plain as possible with a
minimum of open space. Above all. never hold sales since they notoriously attract customers, especially women.
Any one of these hints to the would-be bankrupt can be depended
on to discourage a portion of his trade. Put into operation in into
they should effect a business's early demise with predictable certainty.
Nevertheless on New York's 14th Street, quite distant from the city's
fashionable shopping center, there stands a retail clothing establishment which has so religiously followed this and all the other precepts
that it is now exuberantly entering its 30th year of disobliging customers, and in recent years has even had to extend its program of

BARGAIN HUNTERS
Street store

al Ohrbach I lay sic;;e to a main Moor counter of 14th
where "cobblers," a species of apron, are hein^ gold for only 5'*£.

studied disservice to Newark and to Los Angeles. Indeed, this week it
announced a fourth store to be opened in 15 months near Hempstead,
N.Y. at a cost of §4 million and there is reason to believe that this is
not necessarily the last expansion. During 1952 this enterprise sold
at least S50 million worth of clothing, mostly feminine and mostly
coats and suits but also 89c nylons, French handbags at S250 and
American evening gowns at $295. It is not only one of the most successful operations in the whole field of U.S. merchandising, but some

people believe it is the pattern of successful future retailing in the
U.S. Its name is Ohrbach's.
The proofs of Ohrbach's unorthodox success are many and varied.
One is that while last month it experienced the usual Christmas rush,
it did not. relatively speaking, feel rushed at all since its really heavv
seasons come at the time of the major fashion change-overs in spring
and fall. Another is the veneration in which its customers hold it
for saving them money, whether on heavy woolen shirts for truckdriver husbands or velvet wraps in which to attend opera openings.
For while Ohrbach's originally stocked chiellv odd lots and job
lots bought cheaply and sold quickly at a low markup, over the years
it has found it practical and profitable to add more and more "quality" and fashion items, and even to originate them. All of this, high
fashion or low, is sold at an average of 20% to 22% below the prices
of more stvlish competitors. As a result Ohrbach's attracts a custom
which is extremely varied: bargain-conscious salesgirls from other
stores, fashion-conscious models from top agencies, movie stars like
Joan Crawford and Jeanne Crain when they are in town, cotton-clad
housewives from the lower East Side and silk-rustling matrons from
the upper East Side.
This unusually wide feminine cross section, incidentally, is regarded by some manufacturers as a sensitive barometer of what will
and will not sell, and they often place two dozen dresses of a new
style on sale in Ohrbach's second floor as a test. If 18 have been
bought by the end of the first day the manufacturer will order the

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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YOU LIKE PEPPERMINT
OHRBACH EYE-CATCHING ADS SOMETIMES KID OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS

1

YOU'LL LOVE,
CONTINUED
materials for several thousand, confident that he has a best seller.
This cross section occasionally produces some curious contre-

temps. There is a famous story of one genteel lady who was caught
up in the crush milling around an Ohrhach's table of doeskin gloves
and was pushed squarely into another woman. "Oh, I do beg your
pardon." she lluted delicately. "I simply could not help mvself."
Her vis-a-vis regarded her with aversion. "If you are so goddam
polite," she observed, "why aren"t you shopping at Altaian's?"
Ohrhach's offers other contrasts. A cut-price store in a cutprice neighborhood, the 14th Street establishment probably sells
as many cashmere sweaters and top-quality woolens as any individual store in the U.S. English Argyle men's socks are another

PEPPERminT
scHnopps
STRAIGHT DRINK

best seller.

As much as 40% of the approximately 150,000 garments which
the store may stock at any one time is often "name" merchandise,
the work of nationally named designers (whose labels have been
ripped out, however, and Ohrbach's own substituted, because
other stores supplied by the designers complain loudly at being
undersold). It provides the clothes for a number of television
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shows, including Lucille Ball's in / Love Lucy; and manv Broadway plays and movies. When the Los Angeles branch held a fashion show last year, guests included Princess Pignatelli, Lady Lawford and Baroness d'Erlanger. Yet this store, like the other two,
contains more than a trace of the proletarian serve-yourself or
supermarket element. Ohrbach's, a pioneer in the retailing trend
toward self-service, believes that the reduction in labor costs more
than offsets losses through shoplifting and damage from customers.
Ohrbach's buys as much as 845,000 worth of a single model of a
suit at one time, in contrast to the $1,500 worth that another
store might purchase, and turns this stock over an incredible 15
times a year in contrast to the average department store's six or
seven. Ohrbach's accomplishes this by assuming that everything
must sell within two weeks. If it doesn't there begins a' series of
scheduled price reductions calculated to move unsold merchandise
within a month after it has come into the store. A dress which remains on the racks at $49.95 is reduced 20% to $39.95. If it still
does not move in a few days, it drops another 10% to $35.95. If it
still does not sell, additional cuts of 10% are made until it does.
Such reductions are never announced by advertising or even by
a "sale" sign in the store. The woman shopper who drops into
Ohrbach s on any given day can never tell when she may find an
original by a famous designer in the last stages of markdown and
thus selling at half of what it costs elsewhere. This makes the 14th
Street establishment a powerful lure to shoppers that benefits the
whole business neighborhood, and as a result Ohrbach's receives
weekly requests from real-estate developers and bankers in other
cities to open branches. Similarly a steady stream of store owners
from other cities and even foreign countries tour the store every
year, studying how the Ohrbachs do it. Nathan ("N.M.") and
Jerry Ohrbach, the father-and-son team which owns and operates
the store, answer all questions fully and frankly, knowing well
that their operation is a little more difficult to copy than might
appear. Indeed, the chief argument against those who hold that
Ohrbach's high-volume low-profit pattern is the shape of retailing
to come is the list of stores which have tried to imitate it, sometimes within a stone's throw of Ohrbach's main location and even
with former Ohrbach personnel and failed.
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HANDSOME DESIGNS HAVE WON MANY PROFESSIONAL AWARDS

To keep business flowing through the six 75-year-old buildings
put together to form the 14th Street store, Ohrbach's employs a
number of techniques. One is to hold operating expenses to 17%
of gross sales, which is about half the average department store's
overhead. This is done in part by buying and selling for cash on
the barrelhead always, even when, as in Los Angeles, the store
sells in quantity to movie costume departments. Even M-G-M
must pay cash. The elder Ohrbach argues, "The more hilling, the
less cooing."
The stock inventory department is equipped with a battery of
I.B.M. machines that each night tabulate the stock tickets from
every item sold during the day. When an Ohrbach buyer comes to
work next morning he knows at once how his lines of merchandise
have done and can reorder goods or reduce prices as seems indicated. Being able to react sensitively and quickly to public demand
keeps the stock moving and enables Ohrbach's to limit its markup
to 20%. The businesswidc average is 40%.
The basic Ohrbach technique, however, is the store's aggressive
dedication to the heart-warming proposition that the customer is
a lot smarter than anyone suspects. In years past Nathan Ohrbach
has proved this to his satisfaction by putting 100 handbags on sale
at a very low price. 92 of them bags of high quality and eight of
them shoddy ones. Ohrbach grinned from ear to ear at day s end
when he found that of the six bags left four were "dogs."
This attitude is reflected also in Ohrbach's advertising which is
entirely institutional. It simply advertises Ohrbach's as a place to
buy fashion cheaply. Ohrbach ads were among the first to use cartoons.
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a few Today, Raytheon guarantees allchannel VHF-UHF tuning with the exclusive one-knob VU-matic* tuner factory
installed inside the cabinet. No costly
strips or bulky converters necessary.

art,

to be handsome, striking and rather humorous, as the
current series (which kids other advertising) illustrates. Though
the average store spends 5% of its gross on advertising, Ohrbach's
spends less than 1% and has even completely discontinued advertising for a year at a time.
Several years ago a well-known Hollywood actress, while visiting New York, dropped into Ohrbach's and bought some SI. 200
worth of dresses. When she got them back to her hotel she commented loudly and flatteringly on how much she had received lor
her money, and her vigilant press agent wrote Ohrbach's a letter
saying she would be very happy to compose a free, publishable
testimonial to the quality of their merchandise. Jerry Ohrbach
wrote back thanking her kindly but declining the offer because
Ohrbach's refuses to bother with testimonials.
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like taking dope'

OHRBACH'S in

fact refuses to indulge in anything that smacks
of promotion such as "birthday sales," January "white sales"
and the like. "Promotion," says the elder Ohrbach (with whom
this is a favorite subject), "is like taking dope. You use one dose
of it and you have to have another, and another, and then another. These people who advertise enormous bargains such as $119
'values' for §39 simply insult their customers' intelligence. Everyone knows that you cannot sell a SI 19 item for S39 and stav in
business." Dwelling on these matters, he is likely to brandish a
newspaper containing a rival's advertisement, raise his voice until
it is audible six offices away and continue: "Or now you take the
marked-down item. A store advertises a sale of shoes that originally retailed at $24.50 for only $14.95. Actually they are telling the customer: We thought we could get you to pay $24.50 for

RADAR IN THE SICK-ROOM. Using the magnetron radar tube.Raytheon Microtherm*
provides deep heat treatment used by leading doctors and hospitals. No electrodes,
arcs or shocks. Avoids TV interference!

RAYTHEON fm am RADIO gathers in regular
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6921 WEST DICKENS AVENUE. CHICAGO 39. ILLINOIS
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SHIPMENT FROM PARIS of new

models begins frantic 24 hours of package opening {above), sketching, conferences with manufacturers about copies.

OHRBACH'S
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these things and vou wouldn't. So
them for SI 4.95."

now

we'll try to pet

you

to

buy

When

Ohrbach's finds itself in this predicament it avoids the
embarrassment of admitting it by never scratching the price on
a price tag and writing in a lesser one. The entire tag, which includes a seal to prevent a garment being worn and returned, is removed and the new one inscribed with the lower price substituted.
This practice can give an Ohrbach customer something of the pleasant thrill of a Wall Street operator watching A.T. and T. on the
ticker tape. The housewife interested in a S19.95 coat knows that
by holding out a day or two she may get it for $15.95 but she

—

may

also lose

it

to another, less patient speculator.

The

fart is that both Nathan and Jerry Ohrbach are primarily
merchandisers in an age when department store executives
are more and more inclined to concern themselves with over-all
planning and long-range thinking. Both subscribe to the principle
that intelligent buying automatically assures quick sales
"The
goods just walk out of the store," in 14th Street's breezy argot. For
that reason they give their buyers more authority than is rustomary. Far from maintaining losing departments, as do many stores

agile

—

Clorets, with active chlorophyll*, banish odors
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CLORETS HAVE ONLY ONE PURPOSE
They make breath "Kissing Sweet" in
the quickest, pleasantest way possible.
More people buy clorets than any
other product made for this purpose.
It's simply amazing how fast new
clorets Candy Mints or clorf.ts
Chewing Gum banish breath odors
even after onions, smoking, alcohol.

True, not synthetic . . clorets contain active chlorophyll, clorets
.

Candy Minis and

Gum

delicious

clorets

bring you the astounding bene-

of chlorophyll, put into a most
quick-acting form. You'll
love the fresh, minty flavor of clorets
fits

effective,

Mints and Chewing Gum. Keep your
breath "Kissing Sweet" with clorets.

for prestige reasons or to attract trade ("better" dresses are often
losers), Ohrbach's has had no losing departments at all. Their
spare being at a premium, they do not launch a new department
until they are sure it can make more money than the present one.
They have also helped extend the principles of self-service and
self-selection to the field of women's wear. As a result, the amount
of service which a customer receives in the 54 departments of the
parent store varies enormously, being provided on a basis of what
it takes to sell the merchandise involved. In the Oval Room, for
example, where Ohrbach's sells its most expensive women's
clothes, the customer gets individual attention from a saleswoman.
In the better-shoe department, however, the customer is confronted by a display of 300 shoes from which she selects styles
that appeal to her. Their numbers are jotted down for her by
a clerk and handed to a salesman who brings out the shoes she
likes in her size. In cheaper shoes, however, and inexpensive
blouses, sweaters and house dresses the customer is likely never
to be waited on at all but simply expected to choose what she
wants from large tables, try them on herself and take her purchase directly to a cashier.

water loluble chlurophyil juctors

The

difference plus

10%

TVTathan Ohrbach founded

his store 30 years ago on low
customer can prove Ohrbach's is being
undersold on a given item she is immediately rebated not merely
the difference but 10% of the rival store's price as well. However,
in the past 10 years Ohrbach's has become as conscious of fashion as it has always been of price. Now it sends buyers to Paris and
Rome twice yearly to buy originals by Dior, Fath and other top
couturiers and fly them back here. These styles, some of which
cost 8900 apiece, are shown to manufacturers summoned from
Seventh Avenue who are commissioned to make relatively inexpensive copies within 5 to 12 days. The result is that a week
prices,
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tent reproductions of the

new models

in

Ohrbach's for around

CLEAN BETTER... FASTER WITH

S89.59. Meanwhile, knowing that their copies will be copied again
by cheaper manufacturers, Ohrbach's tries to beat them to the

draw by getting their own makers to do $49.50 versions, and even
a |25 version, ahead of the competition. Since obtaining comparable materials on short notice has proved an obstacle in the past,
the most recent Ohrbach refinement in this streamlined process
of translating high fashion into low price has been to commission
top French designers to do their originals in fabrics which are inexpensive and abundant in the U.S. Additionally, the store regularly buys out virtually a whole year's output of certain European
manufacturers of gloves, sweaters and handbags to sell at cut
prices here. These accessories are sold in the boutiques, or
"little shops," which have been installed in the Ohrbach stores

Jet Povver!

in a recent concession to elegance.

More typical, however, of an organization which still deals
heavily in staples and "distress merchandise" is a schizophrenic
in the parent store which is called the "Cruise Shop"
in early winter when it sells
chic resort clothes, becomes
the "Beach Shop" to sell bathing attire in late spring, changes into the "College Shop" to
deal in campus fashions in
early fall and, whenever it can
catch its breath in between,

department

S

99

straightforwardly sells sportswear.

Such luxuries as the bouCruise Shop and even
modestly modern decor
is slowly replacing some

tiques,

the

which

of the 14th Street store's elderly fittings reflect, like the relatively new interest in high
fashion, the influence of 45year-old Jerry Ohrbach, now
president of the firm. When
the store opened in 1923 it
faced the competition of such
remorseless price cutters as Sam Klein, just across Union Square,
who originated many of the fast-turnover, money-saving techniques now used to such advantage by Ohrbach's. In 1923 some
of the 14th Street stores still employed shills and cappers to
entice people from the sidewalk into the store where the proprietor charged whatever it seemed the traffic would bear. Such
practices sickened Nathan Ohrbach, even though he had grown

IN 1923 when the store opened, its
narrow front was gaudily festooned.

up

in the trade.
Born in Vienna in 1885, Ohrbach came to this country as a child
with his parents and took his first mercantile job when he was 14,
sweeping out J. M. Tobias' wholesale coat and suit store. At 17 he
became a traveling salesman and worked as salesman and buyer for
a number of wholesale and retail firms. Later he opened the first of
several small stores of his own. He and a partner, Max Wiesen,
opened the original of the present one with a sale of dresses at SI
and coats at S5. On opening day crowds stormed the store and
broke its windows; 20 were hurt and the cops had to be called. The
opening was considered a success.
From the first the store stocked only staples, coats and suits,
sold cut-rate. From the first the public affirmed Ohrbach's principle
of one cash-and-carry price to everyone. However, the partners
fell out in time on the subject of store policy, and Ohrbach tried
to buy out his associate. Wiesen would not sell. In a demonstration
of the hardheaded dollar sense that would propel him presently to
much greater success, Ohrbach leased another store nearby and
announced in the newspapers he was opening a business of his own.
Wiesen caved in and agreed to acc ept half a million for his share of
the business, which the partners had launched three years before
with an investment of $62,500 each. Thereupon Ohrbach subleased the other store at a profit.
It was about this time that he advertised an unusual sale of
bargains, and on the morning it began opened the doors himself,
a practice in which he indulges to this day. A crowd had begun forming at dawn, and the instant Ohrbach twisted the bolt the mob
burst in, carrying him to the very back wall of the store and
smashing him against it, dazed and disheveled. His distaste for sales
may date from this experience.
As the years passed, the store began to change its character,
seeking more "quality" merchandise, toning down and presently
abandoning flamboyant advertising and developing the friendship
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of quality manufacturers willing to sell to a price cutter despite
the objections of rival, nonprice-cutting stores. In fact, when the

Los Angeles store opened on Wilshire Boulevard in 1948 it largely
abandoned the Spartan plainness of 14th Street and revealed itself
as a ehi-chi emporium complete with murals. (Even so, on opening day the cops still had to be called.) Ohrbach's founder has
been made a chevalier of the Legion of Honor, named Retailer of
the Year and lectures to college classes. Many of his establishment's
uptown customers have taken to elegantly pronouncing it "Awebock's." But the proprietors themselves still pronounce their
name "Oar-back" and their store has never lost its essential character as a place to buy "more lor less or your money back." Said
Nathan Ohrbacb recently, "It makes no difference to us whether
it's a wedding gown or a shroud
the markup is the same."
Considering the uncertainty of the fashion market, in which one
rainy week during the height of the selling season can be a real
disaster, Ohrbacb s steadfast devotion to the low markup is as remarkable as it is seemingly masochistic. It evidences itself in many
ways. One occurred several years ago when both the New York and
Newark stores were selling umbrellas at an exceptionally low

—

An executive of the Newark store telephoned "N.M." that it
was raining in Newark and that the price could easily be raised and
the umbrellas be moved quickly. "We set that price to make
our usual profit." Ohrbacb roared apoplccticallv into the phone,
"and that's all we want. Don't change it." For the same reason
Ohrbacb refuses to pay more than the legal maximum for a pair of
theater tickets, although he could buy a couple of theaters withprice.

all

out difficulty-

Out

in the cold
—facing a cold cash

of $12,000 due

to

(A true story bused on Company File

E^H

MOVED fast when

I

smelled

loss

under-insurance
* 205417)

Worst thing about

it,

though, wasn't

almost everything in it! All I could
do was get the family out. Out in the

was the cold cash
family. I was
way under-insured on both house
and furnishings. Therefore, the fire
left me out of pocket more than

cold of a bitter January dawn!

$12,000.

8

the smoke. But before

hWv

got

I

knew the house
was doomed. The house and
downstairs,

I

the cold weather.
loss facing

It

me and my

More significant, perhaps, is what both Ohrbachs regard as
their most remarkable merchandising feat. They purchased the
bankrupt Merry Hull line of costly and luxurious little boys'
clothes and sold them out at a markdown of about 70%, selling
$6.95 boys' shirts at SI. 95. for example. Mrs. Alfred Vanderbilt
hurried to the Los Angeles store (after telephoning the younger
Ohrbacb. that if he did not save her some of the clothes she would
never speak to him) and bought $6(X) worth; Ijuren Bacall bought
8500 worth, went back later for $300 more. Hut what pleased both
Ohrbacb pere and fiU was not that they provided bargains for the
families of an extremely well-to-do millionaire and an extremely
well-to-do movie actor but that they enabled thousands of lesser
scions to wear some very smart, long-wearing clothes they would
otherwise never have owned. "That is the sort of thing on which
our business is founded." Ohrbach senior likes to remind the help.
He has reminded them so well that when the Los Angeles store
opened, the new manager there was able to include a curious, seemingly extraneous fact in an early report on how things were going.
The employes' lounge in the store needed a cigaret machine, he said,
and alter shopping around he had been able to get one installed that
would sell Ohrbach's clerks their cigarets at 2i a pack less than
they paid elsewhere. Jerry and "N.M." Ohrbach feel that their Los
Angeles man is an able guy, with a real future in their business.

Are your house and furnishings under-insured?
unless you've recently brought
.
insurance into line with today's increased values.

Likely enough, they are

your
If

fire

you haven't, do

this

.

.

now

to protect yourself against

serious loss: write for a free Inventory Booklet that helps you
to figure the present value of your household contents

and personal belongings.

And don't delay seeing your Hartford Fire Insurance
Company Agent or your own insurance broker.
an insurance man's business to find the weak spots
and to show you
your protection program

It's

in

. .

.

how to "plug" them efficiently and

Year in and year out you'll do

economically.

tvell ivith

the

Hartford
•
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company
Hartford Fire Insurance Company
•
Hartford IS, Connecticut
Harlford Live Slock Insurance Company
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"N.M." AND SON
store's

confer over

day begins. Both

still

tin-

Mouse

check stock

racks

tit-fore

anil store

die

1

llli

Street

operations in person.

Reader's Digest tells you

how

money

to save

with nonfat dry milk!
(See

"More Milk

for Less

Money,"

p.

119, January issue)

STARLAO
/4w£>dcris
q'us&Q you,

factditic}

nougat

cbuj

mih

qood IteaW^^ itopt^^uulk
l

FOR ONLY 9£ A QUART
Starlac

is

made by Borden — and

on any milk product.

made

It is

you know what that name means
your assurance that Starlac nonfat dry milk is

of top-quality milk from tested herds only.

for the fat. Borden guarantees Starlac to give you the same qualand quantity of B vitamins, proteins, calcium, and other milk minerals
get in the finest milk. Yet Starlac costs you only 9f a quart.

Except
ity

you

To get

top-quality nonfat milk for drinking, cooking and baking, pick

some Borden's

Starlac at your grocer's today. Just

add back water

up

— beat

or shake.

•

Grand
snacks!

for drinking!

Keep

at least

With meals or

2. Marvelous for cooking and baking!

a quart in re-

frigerator at all times.

Get

Use
and

it

in

in sauces, pies, cakes, cookies,

any recipe calling for milk.

3. Like lean meat, Borden's Starlac is
filled with valuable B vitamins, proteins.calcium.and other milk minerals.

STARLAC

is top-quality milk from tested
herds, minus the water and fat. Guaranteed by Borden's.

4, Starlac

a6 yot^ cftomkl

OTha Borden Company
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ART

PEREIRA BESIDE THE GLASS APPEARS

UNREFR ACTED

Passion
for Light
PEREIRA WORKS OUT
A NEW ART ON GLASS
The

kaleidoscopic picture al left is a portrait
of an artist looking through a painting. She is
45-year-old Irene Kice Pereira and the painting
is one of her ingenious compositions done on
glass.

Miss Pereira,

who

has been producing

these unorthodox works of art for 14 year's,
has achieved such startling effects of refracted
color and rippling movement that she
has become one of the most highly respected

light,

artists of the U.S.

Today she

is

being honored

with a huge retrospective exhibition of her
work at New York's Whitney Museum.

What
art

is

got Miss Pereira started

on her

fragile

a passion for light. As a child in Great

Barrington. Mass. she spent hours studying reflections of the sun on drops of water. As an

she made a trip to the
Sahara desert where she was overwhelmed by
the immensities of space flooded by dazzling
light. Such experiences led Miss Pereira to
evolve an intricate art of interwoven lines and
planes through which she could symbolize the
spatial structure of the universe pervaded by
light. At first she painted on canvas (opposite
art student in the '30s.

PEREIRA BEHIND

CORRUGATED GLASS CREATES PATTERN OF REFRACTIONS WHICH MERGES WITH PAINTED DESIGN

page), suggesting the back-and-forth

movement

of light by progressions of colored planes. But
in 19.'19 she hit upon a means of actuallv incor-

porating light into her picture. Bv painting on
layers of glass and

mounting the

layers togeth-

er (pp. 74, 75), she was able to obtain reflections and refractions of light within the pic-

ture

itself,

movement

creating impressions of continuous
in space.

Although Pereira's paintings seem mathematically cool and impersonal, the artist her-

EXPLAINING HER
ics

with mixture of phys-

ami philoM.pliv, IVreira umv

traditional art
to point

72

WORK

(left),

plant's in

on liori/on ami

liulil

tlic-e

diagram-. In

per-pecthc recede

come-

Iroin onlv

one

£o out in
all directions toward infinity as li<iht from sun Hows
back in all direction-. Tin- siinultanctii- motedirection. In IVreiras art {right), planes

nienl

(arrows), she says, links

man

with infinite.

warmly emotional. Married to a poet,
she also writes poetry and uses its "rhythms"

self

is

to inspire her paintings. "If

I

rhythms," she says, "I won

make mistakes."

t

don't lose the

MELTING HORIZON
ing

how vapors

(top)

is

a Pereira canvas based on a Pereira

from earth

DEEP VISION,
effect of

(bottom) are

painted in

oil

poem

drawn toward sun

on

a

flat

describ(center),

merging horizon with infinity. Networks of lines represent planes of
which spectator looks through, "like gates," to infinity.

visual world

canvas, was designed to create

deep space and movement. Diagonal blue

lines,

superimposed on

overlapping rectangles, lead eye to depths of picture from which yellow
light shines hack through layers of color, like sun permeating mists.

CONTINUED ON NCXT PAGE

ASSEMBLED PAINTING
are

consists

<>\

ine three panels

mounted together but separated from

eacli other

(shown in tup row) which
by lialf-inch frames made

of wood. Mis? Pereira

movement

calls

the picture Transflnx in order to describe the fluid

of lines and colors across the painting.

The

effect of

movement

is

tnp artist created linear pattern -laming tu
left to contrast with angles of bottom panel.

TOP PANEL
is

is

corrugated glass. Like miHille panel

one fourth inch thick but

its

ridges are wider.

it

The

design of three parallelograms was painted nn tlic nilderside of the glass with transparent lacquer colors.

JANE POWELL,

co-starring in

M-G-M's

"SMALL

TOWN

GIRL"-Color by

Technicolor.

of top Hollywood stars, Miss Powell uses Lustre-Creme

Shampoo

to care for

her heautiful hair;

The Most Beautiful Hair in the World
is

its loveliest... with

kept at

Yes, Jane Powell uses Lustre-Creme Shampoo
to keep her hair always alluring. The care of her
beautiful hair is vital to her glamour-career.

You, too,

like

Jane Powell,

will notice a glorious

you know the magic
of Lustre-Creme shampoo. Under the spell of its
lanolin-hlessed lather, your hair shines, behaves,
is eager to curl. Hair dulled by soap abuse
difference in your hair, once

.

dusty with dandruff, now

is

.

fragrantly clean.

.

Rebel hair

is

tamed

Lustre-Creme Shampoo
to

respond to the lightest

brush touch. Hair robbed of its natural sheen now
glows with renewed highlights. Lathers lavishly in
hardest water ... no need for a special after-rinse.

No

other cream

shampoo

The beauty-blend rream
shampoo with LANOLIN.
Jars or tubes, 27< to 82.

world is as
popular as Lustre-Creme. For hair that behaves
like the angels and shines like the stars
. ask
for Lustre-Creme, the world's finest shampoo,
chosen for "the world's most beautiful hair"!

FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD STARS

in all the

.

use

LUSTRE-CREME

.

SHAMPOO

for

GLAMOROUS

HAIR

FASHION

FOLKS LOOK

DOWN THEIR

NOSES AT TOUR PARTIES?

MATCIIRO JKHKI.IIY Of AKTIKM.IAI. TKARI.S SKI'AHATKI) RV HIIINKKTONKS » AS SCKCUI

I

V IIKSICSKO BY TH1FAR1

FIRST LADY'S FINERY
For the Inaugural Rail she chose pearls and
The U.S. public last week was given a pre-party peek
at Mamie Eisenhower's finery for the Inaugural Ball.
Her costume jewelry (almrr) would endear her to
millions who also manage without the real thing.
(The maker made up two sets for Mrs. Eisenhower,
one

for herself

and the other,

tradition, for the Smithsonian.)

in

accordance with

The gown

(p.

7H)

glittery

pink

was one of several submitted by Neiman-VIarcus.
Mrs. Eisenhower, who has a discerning interest in
fashions, chose a Nettie Kosenstein design which
shows off her pretty neck and shoulders. She specified pink and asked for some additional glitter. Gauging a First Lady's inlluence, the fashion industry pre-

NEXT TIME SERVE KING
-IT'S THE BLEND THAT
TASTES THE BEST!

dicted a big year for party dress of sparkling pink.

FOR SMOOTHER, MILDER,
LIGHTER DRINKS STEP UP TO

THE KING OF BLENDS!
BLENDED WHISKY. THE STRAIGHT WHISKIES IN
THIS PRODUCT ARE 4 YEARS OR MORE OLD.
37'/,%

EVENING BAG

was also made by Nettie Roscnslcin to
go wilb the dre*s she designed. < If man-hing pink silk fabrii-

with u silver frame,

nine inrhes long and solidly
enerusted with 3,156 pink stones, pink pearls anil beads.
it

is

STRAIGHT WHISKIES. 62<A% GRAIN

86 PROOF. BROWNFORMAN
DISTILLERS CORP. AT LOUISVILLE IN KENTUCKY.

NEUTRAL SPIRITS.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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LADV
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WO TIAR OF
ACID INDIGESTION,
HEARTBURN, NOW!
Kat without fear of ncid
indigestion, .lusl take i>ne
or two Tunis, (las. heartburn, full feeling go fast.
Tumi neutralize excess
acid, soot he and set le upset stomach. Turns do not
over -alkalize or cans*' acid
t

J

rebound. Cannot irritate
deliiatesiomaeh or intestinal lining.

ft*

I

JUMS
1

V1
I'V^"^ GUARANTEED

TO CONTAIN

NO SODA

FOR THE

TUMMY

./TRY ONE

V

OR TWO TUMS AFTER BREAKFAST
SEE IF VOU DON'T FEEL BETTER

Don't he

a>

Gel wise to

new non-scrub

plastic door. Dirt wipes off
fast, easy.

Never needs waxing

for wear-protection.

No kitchen mess can stain.
Wears longer! 25 colors by
tile

or yard. The

floor

-

MODERN

and counter

top, too.

FlorEver
FLOORING

FINEST

DELAWARE FLOOR PRODUCTS
diviiion ol

Congolewm-Norrn

WILMINGTON
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Inc.

99. DEL.

in
silk

w

Gl

it

\JL

M M.i.

embroidered with

GOWN
I,

is

made

of pale pink ribbed
shades of

(KM) -parklin^ -lone? in

rose and pink. Dress lias lalTcta ami hor-eliair petticoats
built into it Tiie

doves ami shoes are of matching fabric

You can wash the

new

plastic

bandage

CURAD
and

washes right off! You can wash, shower,
or swim— a CURAD stays good as new.
Doesn't get soggy or watersoaked.

Dirt

it

stavs on

OLD-STYLE

CLOTH

BANDAGE

CURAD

jnill Till P

I

A

II

!

lasts

U ft

I

niO

your skin, moves with your skin. Out3 old-style cloth bandages. Paper-thin, elastic, and
fits

like

U rtT
Ll U

plastic.

FIGHTS

the

CURAD

Tyrothricin, the

And

a

I

II

I

P
O

I
!

eml

new wonder drug
or inhibited

PACKAGE

(54 bandages)

that in
all

ECONOMY

69<

pad contains Furacin*-

laboratory tests killed

common wound

Till

Doesn't get ragged or dirty
looking like old-style doth bandages. Doesn't leave messy
streaks on your finger.
stays neat-looking.

GERMS

-doesn't just cover
Only

I

A CURAD

28

REGULAR

bacteria.

CURAD

PACKAGE
is

100",'. sterile.

39*
(27 bandages)

CURAD
^0 ^0
W0
I

plASTIC
Made by Bauer &

BANDAGES

Black, Division of

The Kendall Company

*Eaton Laboratories brand of Nitrofurazone
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MOVIES
AFTER SHAVING

Neutral tint won't show on your face.
Helps cover nicks, blemishes. Made for
men, of imported Italian talc, micropulverized for fineness.

AFTER BATHING

STRANDED

IN EAST AFRICA,

AVA GARDNER AS A SHOW GIRL NAMED llONEVDEAR BATHES

New Bather, Same

After every bath or shower, dust your
body with this soothing, faintly-scented
talc. Keeps you chafe-free and comfort-

IN

AN OUTDOOR STOCKADE

Gable

able longerl

must have seemed like the good old days to ('lark
Cable. Here he was, on the fringes of the w hite man's
It

flak

ffie

world, looking avidly at a beautiful

woman

bath-

1932 Gable had done this bov-meets-nakedroutine in Red Dust. The girl was Jean Harlow
and the place [ndo-China. A few weeks ago, playing
in M-G-M's Mogambo, an adaptation of Red Dust,
ing. In
girl

HOLDING HARLOW'S HAIR,
Largest selling men's talc in America

Gable in 19.S2's Red
Dust looks boldly down into the rain barrel as she bathes.

Cable was watching Ava Gardner take a bath in East
Africa. Playing a trapper who is death on w ild game
but easy prey for a pretty girl, Gable falls as hard for
Gardner as he did for Harlow Like Harlow, Gardner
.

is

cast as a girl

bath

is

barrel.

no better than she has

to be.

But her

more refined. Jean took hers in an old rain
Ava takes hers in a nearly modern shower.

HOLDING GARDNKR'S ROBE,
gambo, now being shot

in Africa,

Gable in 1953's Mopeeps over fence at her.
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Superb Modern for living room or bedroom in blond oak, with carved center panel.
Model #2907 in walnut, model #2908. (Lane Tabic, model #49.) Each chest, Reg. $59.95.

$4Q95*
'

^

;

Give her love's most sentimental and lasting Valentine

A LANE CEDAR CHEST
you're looking for a Valentine that will
lifetime
all the things she wants

Ifsay— for a

—

most to hear, you'll choose a Lane Cedar Chest.

No

other

gift carries

tender, so sincere.

of your love that

and

in

her

It's

with

it

a sentiment so

a beautiful expression

she'll cherish in

home — for years

to

her heart—

come. What

gift

aside especially for sweethearts?

And what

and
'$5.00 higher

Streamlined Modern in matched American
walnut and Paldao woods. Convenient selflifting

$59.95.

Model *29I0— $49.95.* Reg.
Lane Table, model '205.

tray.

in

the West

due

Lane

.

.

is

.

and

fresh-as-

ready for "I do" day.

the

ONLY

pressure-tested, aroma-tight cedar

Made of %-inch

red cedar in accordance with
U. S. Government recommendations, with a mothprotcclion guarantee underwritten by one of the
world's largest insurance companies, upon proper ap-

The Lane Company, Inc., Dept. L, AltaVista,
Va. In Canada: Kncchtcls, Ltd., Hanover, Ont.

ALSO MAKERS OF LANE TABLES

Save'K)

to higher freight costs

Distinctive 18th Century chest in rich
mahogany. Self-lifting tray, convenient
drawer in base. Model »29II— $59.95.'
Reg. $69.95. Lane Table, model »55.

new

go a wealth of lovely linens and blanto be kept sweet-smelling

plication.

finer sanctuary for the dainty lin-

sweaters— all the pretty silks and woolens

Buy now

too, will

chest.

could be more appropriate on this one day set

gerie,

—

that every girl treasures than a mothproof,
dustproof Lane Cedar Chest! Into her Lane,

kets

Arresting
any, satin

— slightly higher in

Modern

in

Canada.

White Fawn mahogConcealed

finish. Self-lifting tray.

drawer. Model

'2909— $59.95.* Reg. $69.95.

Lane Table, model

«195.

Charming Queen Anne lowboy
in lustrous mahogany. Large
drawer

in base,

above. Model

simulated drawers

#2912— Reg.$79.95.

Copyrighted mi

General Motors Presents The Key Values
Handsome examples of

the engineering progress that

For 1953-

makes the key

to a General Motors car your key to greater value!

NOW ON

DISPLAY AT CHEVROLET, PONTIAC, OLDSMOUILE, BUICK, CADILLAC DEALERS

DISCRIMINATING PEOPLE

MARKOE

ROIiKRTSOV, tEtUMguiihed society leader of Nnr Yort: Southampton and Palm Brack.
T.
Discriminating in her choice nf cigarettes, Mrs. Robcrlsnn says: 'Herbert Tareyton is attcays the facoritc tilth
%
guests because they enjay the cork tip and mild tobacco.

MRS.

*£ T

my

Discriminating people prefer Herbert Tareyton. They
appreciate the kind of smoking that only fine tobacco

and a genuine cork
to the lips

.

.

.

it's

tip

can give. The cork

clean and firm.

And

tip doesn't stick

discriminating

people prefer Herbert Tareyton because their modern
size not only

that extra

means

measure of

a longer, cooler
fine

smoke, but

tobacco makes Herbert

Tareyton today's most unusual cigarette value.

THERE'S

SOMETHING

ABOUT

THEM

YOU'LL
Cotr

.

LIKE
The American To6acra

Co

dinguk

BERG

IS A

COMPOSITE PICTURE BY CJON M1LI OF

J1I1ITII

ANDERSON. TYRONE POWER AND RAY MOM) MASSEY USING ONLY THEIR VOICES \M> EXPRESSIONS

Poetic Platform

Drama

THREE STARS MAKE STAGE TRIUMPJ OF BENETS JOHN BROW
I

little t" do but
and rerite lines, maile a
out of Shaw's Don Juun in Hell (Life. Nov.

Actors on a hare stage, with
stand
hit

in a spotlight

sing ibe same teehnii|ue. Charles
5. 1951).
Lailghlon. who direc ted and appeared in Don
Juan, has maile another platform drama out of
Stephen Vincent Benet's cpie Civil \\ ar poem,
I

John lironn's Hotly. Laughtnn. who does not
appear in this one. has enlisted a east of three
stars anil a choral group of 21. Dressed in formal clothes, the actors take turns delivering
Bencl s descriptive passages and jump from
one role to another. Vlassev porlravs both
Lincoln and Negro servant: Power is both a

\'S

BODY*

Yankee and a Confederate soldier: Anderson is
Southern matriarch and Northern girl. Starting its U.S. lour. John lironn's Body was an
a

immediate box

office success, indicating thai
the U.S. public, perhaps bored by too much

movie ami stage realism,
a

is delighted to accept
theater that relics heavilv on imagination.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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JOHN BROWN'S BODY

than

any other

smoking
tobacco

61

CRIMPCUT
gj. T1II—M |||,,

I

,,J

R. J. Rrytn.1,1- Tobftcro Co.. WlDHtun-Sklen, N. C.

AS A GEORGIA GENTLEMAN, CI-AY WINGATE. POWER DESCRIBES HIS HALCYON LIFE. ANDERSON AND MASSEY LISTEN

HOW A

SOUTHERNER FELT AS WAR BEGAN

Clay Wingate was the

The

This was his Georgia, this his share

last to feel

prick of that spur of tarnished steel,

Shaking his heart with pity and pride
That had nothing to do with the things he eyed.
Get
with
lots

rid of aehet

and feverishness
two taband tee

8TANBACK. Take
or one powder

how quickly

relief

STAN RACK

is

.

.

.

comet.
easy and pleasant
to take . . . convenient to carry.
Millions use STAN BACK for the
discomforts of a common cold
.
as well as to relieve simple head*
aches,
neuralgic
and muscular
aches and pains. Test STANBACK
yourself
.
tablets or powders
. . . against any preparation you've
ever used. The yellow and blue
packages insure your getting
.

genuine

It

smells of peaches long in the sun

Though Wingate's face looked lucky enough
To anyone that had seen him then,

And the white wolf-winter, hungry and frore,
Can prowl the North by a frozen door
But here we have fed him on bacon-fat
And he sleeps by the stove like a lazy cat.

Riding back through the Georgia Fall

Here Christmas stops

To

With a jug of molasses and green, young boughs,
And the little New Year, the weakling one,
Can lie outdoors in the noonday sun,

not lucky to dream such stuff
Dreaming men are haunted men.
It is

.

.

STANBACK... trial

Sizes 10c and 25c.
Family
bottles of 50 and 100 tablets.

Of pine and river and sleepy air,
Of summer thunder and winter rain
For, wherever the winds of Georgia run,

size

the white-pillared porch of Wingate Hall.

Fall of the

And

is

A

girl

bearing an idle

smokiness so vague
feel

brief,

And

of the 'coon

neither bitter nor swift

But a brown

A

fall

the lop-eared hound-dog baying the

Fall that

You

STANBACK

'possum,

it

gift,

in the air

rather than see

it

moon.

at

everyone's house

Blowing the fluff from a turkey-wing
At skies already haunted with Spring

Oh, Georgia

.

.

.

Georgia

—

—

there,

white rime on the red clay road

slow mules creaking a lazy load

Through endless acres of afternoon,
A pine-cone fire and a banjo-tune,
And a julep mixed with a silver spoon.

He drank his fill of the air, and then,
Was just about to ride on again

—

When what was that noise beyond the sky,
That harry of unseen cavalry
Riding the wind?
CONTINUED ON fACI
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WHY A

"HALF"
a

MAKES YOUR

4U»

WIFE'S HAIR

"TWICE"
AS LOVELY
at the Procter

& Gamble

beauty shop, better shampoos are discovered

by washing half a head at a time

Or"ne way your wife can measure the sparkle and shine a shampoo puts

in

her hair

is

to check the

way

it

lights

up your

eyes.

Tests like these help our scientists keep right on improving
like Drene and Prell and Shasta. (Even though they

shampoos

Here at Procter & Gamble we have other ways of testing new
improvements in shampoos. More scientific, if not so much fun.

please your wife just as they are).

One place we do this is in our own Experimental Beauty Shop,
where everything is just like downtown except for the magazines.

us.

Here are expert hairdressers and "Customers" by the hunwilling volunteers who naturally enough love to have
washed
especially when it's free.

dreds

That's

why we

leave no hair unturned.

—

their hair

.

The only catch

.

.

we give them what we call a "split" shamshampoo on one side of the head, another
preparation on the other. Then both sides are measured with a
"Lustremeter," a photoelectric device which registers the
amount of light reflected from the hair (a sort of pre-husband
test, you might say).
poo"

Any extra gleam we can put in her hair means progress for
Because the only way we know to keep your wife as a customer is to wash her hair better than our competitors do.

—one kind

is,

of

PROCTER & GAMBLE
IVORY SOAP
TIDE

LAVA

•

•

DUZ

IVORY FLAKES

•

0XYD01

CAMAY

•

DRENE

•

IVORY

CHEER
PRELL

JOY

•

•

SNOW
•

DREFT

SPIC AND SPAN

SHASTA

•

HIT

•

CRISCO

Progress Through Constantly Trying To Please
87

JOHN BROWN'S BODY

continued

A YANKEE AT GETTYSBURG
In his brilliant and teeming tapestry of the Civil War, Benet writes of
high personages and plain soldiers. In telling how Yankee Jark Kllv.n
almost died at Gettysburg, Tyrone Power breaks into one of the show's
few scenes of action (below). His performance comes as a surprise to
most people who. having seen Power only in overstuffed costume
movies, could never discover what an uncommonly able actor he is.

No wantum

fire

water- eatehum squaw better

4^

with non-alcoholic Wildroot Cream-Oil !*

CAN /OUR SCALP PASS
THE FINGERNAIL TEST?
Dorrt give dandruff

and

Jack Ellyat saw

dryness a chance to ruin
the looks of your hair. Ksep
it

neat and natural

all

day

wrm Wildroot Cream-Oil.
Made wfth the heart of
Lanolin,

natural

29*
Get

so much
oil

like

the

MOOKS

TH|

•IIIIVIS

MTIIISt

Like a child's vague scrawl in soft crayon

.

.

that was

war

.

•IMOVIS

of your skin

60«

HAH

Through the falling night, that slight grey fringe
Coming against them, not as it came in pictures
With a ruler-edge, but a crinkled and smudgy line

IOO« OMOJUH-

41

that successful look

with America's largest
selling Hair Tonic

YOUR HAIR'S >IST FRIEND"

Me* gu&k (hop in.

Hear

HERITAGE!
the Radio

LIFE'S

Show based on

PICTURE HISTORY

OF WESTERN

MAN

American Broadcasting Company
Every Thursday 8:30 PM (EST)

Italian

"By God," he

said,

Loading and firing, ''You're not going to get this hill,
You're not going to get this hill. By God, but you're not!"
He saw one grey man spin like a crazy dancer
And another fall at his heels but the hill kept growing them.

—

Balm

best lotion for buty bonds

™s%$5w
a dinner
In 10 minutes... Ret
lo serve. So
vou'll be proud
lb. s,ze
^different', too. Kg 3
than a dollar.
serves six for less
Try it! Regular 1 lb.
serves 2 to i.

10
I

CHOPS

CM

...chicken

J

&

<±

^

— they were too near.

the dash that

makes

the dish

He wouldn't have time to load now
He was up and screaming. He swung
Through

Ask for A.l.
when dining our,

too-

On
He

his

gun

a twilight full of bright stabbings,

like a club

and

felt it

crash

He had no breath anymore.
He was down in the grass.

a thing that broke.

had no thoughts.

rnNTINIltD ON PAGE
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YOUR SAFETY

IS

A FIRST AND THIS

WHY

IS

There are engineering reasons for every benefit

your neiv Chrysler Corporation car offers you

EVEN BEFORE
way

you turn

tlit?

starter key.

you sense the strength

new Plymouth, Dodge, DeSoto and Chrysler. The

into every

the doors latch hints that here

safe throughout.

You

is

UNDER WAY,

seals,

you

you control

all

j

THERE ARE REASONS.

firm

every inch of a ear's body and frame. The)

around.

mad.

naturally erect, better able to see the

sit

built

through the

smart new curved one-piece w indshield and added window space

On Comfort-Level

tight,

a body-and-frame structure ruggedly

notice, too, the wide, full-circle view

our car w

ith

complete confidence.

\ll

\

our

twist

it

apart.

is

Chrysler Corporation engineers manhandle
jolt

Every component of the body

locks, binges, springs,

window

subjected to thousands of severe road-test miles.

ibis

punishment, we know thev're read)

THERE ARE REASONS,
namometer

to

belps give

\

ou

A new method of "springing*'
even on the worst roads. And in rain, tbe

a safe, controlled slop.

a sure,

strath ride

constant-speed electric windshield wiper keeps your vision clear

Hurl; of every ilerelopinenl
lech n!riu 11.1 with the

one

aim— to

tliut

at all

times.

like tbis

life

&

Industrial Engines

Oilite Metal

Powder Products

Kopsr

lr)

to

—

the car

cars shrug off

and surely every time. Tests

much

as ordinary linings. Safe-Cuard Hydraulic Brakes furnish

quick stopping power through six cylinders instead of the usual four.

to ilriie

ore the talent

uml

e.r/>erienre of engineers, seienlists

uud

CHRYSLER C O R POR AT O N
I

engineers mul builds Plymouth, Dodge,

Chrysler Marine

is

When our

Then

helped develop Cyclebond brake linings, with almost twice as

useful lining

makes your Chrysler Corporation air so safe

proiluec fine ears of superior worth.

a lesl d\

literal!)

rutting on tbe brakes a thousand times a

Certain your brakes will stop your car safely

you make

it.

oneway Chrvslcr Corporation engineers make

dav with

In case of a blowout, exclusive Safety-Rim Wheels bold the deflated tire
let

strain

checked for endurance

guard the safety of your family.

stops are smooth with Chrysler-engineered Safe-Guard Hydraulic drakes.

firmlv.

it.

is

regulators. e\en the fabrics.

Paris

f.

Accessories

De

Soto, Chrysler Cars

Airtemp Heating. Air Conditioning. Refrigeration

& Dodge Trucks

Cyclcwcld Cement Products

A

JOHN BROWN'S BODY

JUST ONE BRUSHING WITH

COLGATE
Chlorophyll Toothpaste

CONTINUED

CHORUS SINGS AND TOOTS
The young ladies (belon), who look as if they might be giving a Bronx
cheer, are actually looting behind their uplifted palms to imitate an
oldtime brass band. They are members of the choral group in John
Brown's Body, which provides throughout the performance a stirring
background of chants, orchestral sound
into Civil War songs such as Benet's

effects

and sometimes breaks

Jubili, Jubilo printed below.

DESTROYS BAD BREATH
Originating

in

the Mouth.

Here is the magic power of chlorophyll to destroy bad breath originating in the
mouth! Colgate Chlorophyll Toothpaste in most cases acts quickly, acts thoroughly, and the purifying action lasts for hours!

Sherman's buzzin' along to de

sea,

Jubili, Jubilo!

Sherman's buzzin' along to de sea,
Like Moses ridin' on a bumblebee,
Settin' de prisoned and de humble

free!

Hit's de year of Jubilo.

Oh.

hit

don't matter

if

you's black or tan,

Jubili. Jubilo!

Hit don't matter

if

you's black or tan.

Whert you hear de noise

Help Your Children

of

You's snatched baldheaded
Hit's de year of Jubilo!

dp freedom-ban'
to

de Promise' Lan',

Have Sound Health y Gums!
,

(now published
in a dental journal!) with 589 chil- RIDS MOUTH OF DECAY BACTERIA!
dren show that Chlorophyll Toothpaste can reduce gingivitis twice as
Just one brushing with Colgate
Chlorophyll Toothpaste cleans your
fast as a white toothpaste! Even
mouth of a high percentage of bacsevere cases of this serious gum
trouble were quickly improved! Here
teria. Remember: bacteria and acids
Actual

clinical tests

is scientific proof that regular brushing with Colgate Chlorophyll Toothpaste can help your children have a
bet terc ha nee for sound, healthy gums!

are a chief cause of tooth decay.

Every time you brush with Colgate
Chlorophyll Toothpaste you reduce

v

these destructive acids!

Now! The Full Benefits of a
Chlorophyll Toothpaste in a New,

*~

Hi

Exclusive Colgate Formula!

•Contains water-soluble chlorophyllins

SOUTHERN BALL

at

Wingate Hall

with background singing while a

is

member

described by the chief performers
of the chorus dances romantically.
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YOUR

insurance

premium

This could be any courtroom in the country.

Behind the locked door, twelve men and women
are reaching a verdict involving a defendant pro-

tected by a casualty insurance company.

is

now

being determined
who

pany's money. Actually, jurors

what

awards

in excess of

you by

raising insurance rates.

is

just

are responsible for

and reasonable are soaking

What

they decide affects your pocketbook.

Most claims
All claims against insurance

companies have to be paid

for

damages are legitimate and

rea-

sonable, and are amicably settled out of court.

out of funds created by premiums from policyholders.

When

these funds are insufficient, insurance rates

must

However, as jurors tend more and more to give
excessive awards in cases that

be increased.

do go

to court,

such valuations are regarded as establishing

Casualty insurance companies have been losing an average
of $11 on every $100 of earned automobile liability pre-

court claims

miums. More accidents arc partly responsible. So are

insurance

excessive jury awards, rendered by jurors

can afford

to be

who

feel

the "going" rate for the day-to-day out-of-

—

all

premium

of which

means increased

cost to the public.

thev

generous with the "rich" insurance com-

ICAN-ASSOCIATED
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY

•

INSURANCE

ASSOCIATED INDEMNITY CORPORATION

•

COMPANIES

SAINT IOUIS

2,

MISSOURI

'V.
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...he

comes bucking over

the stubble in a jeep...
JOHN

writes

STEINBECK,
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like it
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other ate
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BALLANTINE

a

\

~~M~~

I

~~M

^

In
P. Batlaniine

&

Sons, Newark, N.

J.

EMITY HOUSES
llie

</<//)

gingerbread town of

in

Oak

Bin 11V stand shuttered against

wind and rain. Oak Bluffs
houses nearly 15,000 people in

summer, only 1,500

in winter.

SCALLOP SEASON,
ter

brillgl

gulls

in win-

docks to

to

wait for returning boats. Gulls

?

eat scallop remains while shells

(foreground) are used to surface parking lots, private roads.

mii

A

Summer Resort
Winter

in

Emptied Martha's Vineyard
PHOTOGRAPHED FOB

To

millions of

American vacationers a summer

resort

I.IKE

is

a place that docs not really exist except between the Fourth

of July and Labor Day. Even when a vacationer keeps going back to the same place summer after summer until he
knows every road and every house, he tends to think of it

always as a land of

noon

sailboat races

or later every

warm sun and bathing

suits, of after-

and Saturday night dances. But sooner
visitor gets around to asking a

summer

question of some year-round resident: "What's it like
here in the winter?"
The pictures on these pages answer the question by
showing what happens to Martha's Vineyard after the
last vacation visitor has gone. This 100-square-mile island
off the coast of

Massachusetts undergoes

its

great annual

emptying-out in early September when the population

takes on a bleak beauty

BY ALFRED BfSENHTAEDT

suddenly drops from more than 40,000 to less than 6,000.
Those who stay behind slowly recuperate from the bustle of summer, prepare (pp. 96, 97) for the next year's

and find time at last for all the social
they have been too busy to enjoy. Most of the island's

tourist invasion
life

stores, restaurants

and hotels are closed. There

is

no long-

er a parking problem on the town streets nor a traffic jam
every time the steamer arrives from the mainland. Town
meetings, church socials and lodge parties take the place
of beach picnics and yacht club dinners. Winters are mild
with few heavy snowfalls, and permanent residents feel that
in spite of the

for

emptiness the Vineyard

is

a friendlier place,

now everyone knows everyone

island that

ness of

its

else. They inherit an
and beautiful in the bleakboarded-up houses and its snow-swept beaches.
is

restfully quiet

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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SUMMER RESORT

CONTINUED

HOOKED

RIJGS

are

made

A CHICKEN FARMER,

in

Peter

the winter by ladies who meet
every two weeks at one another's houses. Occasionally they
sell completed rugs but usually

Mitchell was once an engineer in

keep them for their own homes.

three children, 18,000 chickens.

Preparing for

New York
tor,

City.

A summer

visi-

he decided Vineyard was

bet-

now

has

ter place for bis family,

summer

During the winter many Vineyarders live primarily off the profits from
summer's visitors and get ready for next summer's. Like all resorts
the island does a big business in souvenirs, mostly made on the VineWinter is also thr time for building houses, redecorating hotels and
putting up new stores. Although Martha's Vineyard counts heavily on
this trade, the year-round islanders have a curious attitude toward summer people— partly reproachf ul because of the invasion, partly grateful
for the thriving business, and always a little pitying because the people
who come just in summer can never fully know and appreciate the island.
last

yard.

A POTTER, Tom Thatcher
came

to sell pottery

works

first

youth hoswould be ideal

to Vineyard as

teler, realized it

all

to

tourists.

He

winter to have enough

stock on hand for

summer

trade.

A BOAT B11LDER, Manuel

WEATHER VANES

Swartz Roberts has used same
shop for 13 years. In the winter,

sailing ships are

man, creator of Mopcy Dick and

when

ment.
vanes

the Duke, spent longer and longer
vacations on the island, finally
decided 10 years ago to buy a
house, live there permanently.

the boat business

is

slow,

be makes handsome tables which
he sells in the summer for 850.

in

form of

made bv Lawrence Winterbottom in his baseA house builder, he makes
in evenings and when bad

weather baits outdoor carpentry.

A CARTOONIST, Denys Wort-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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A

STEAMER WAITS

in Vine-

yard Haven until a storm dies
down. In summer pier is jammed
with ears going to and from the

Maud, but

in winter the steam-

er earries only a few cars a day.

1)

\HHKN SANDS

land's most popular

of one of

snow of

is-

summertime

l>eaches are swept by

wind and
an is-

a winter storm as

home along shore
toward Edgartown (Imckground).

lander trudges

98

SUMMKR RESORT
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.^saSSa-THE AMERICAN ROAD — XlV^aS&aCk

The boy who put
on wheels

the world
The boy was

He had

ten years old, slim as a buggy-whip and quick as a cricket.

a passion for machinery.

He

tinkered with all the clocks in the old

white clapboard farmhouse until they tock-tocked the right time.

One Sunday morning, after church, a neighbor took out his big
gold hunting-case watch. He said: "Henry, can you fix my old turnip?"
The boy found that a jewel was loose in the works; he joggled it back into
place and the watch ran.

The neighbors around Dearborn began to bring him their ailing
timepieces. So young Henry Ford set up shop on a shelf in his bedroom,
working nights after chores— in the spring to the fragrance of the farmyard
lilacs, in the winter keeping warm with an oil lantern between his feet.

He ground
ers

from

All his

a shingle nail

down

into a tiny screwdriver,

made

tweez-

and little files from knitting nerd Irs.
he tinkered watches, and never had to use a jeweler's eyeglass.

his mother's corset-stays,

life

For he could almost see with his long thin steel-sprung fingers— the
hands that put a nation on wheels. His passion for machinery
idea, and the power of that idea has rolled on through the years.

fingers of the

became an
was.

He learned how to run and fix and make every kind of machine there
Then he began on the machine that wasn't—a horseless carriage.

In 1896, seven years before the founding of the Ford Motor Company,
he trundled his first little two-passenger machine out into the alley back
of Bagley Avenue in Detroit, and ran it around the block. It had two cylinders, four bicycle wheels and he steered it with a tiller, like a boat. He
called it a "mot or- wagon." Long since it has become a museum-piece, but
it still runs— and it has had 36,000,000 descendants on the highways of

the world.

His idea was to
priced as possible

—a

make

a useful

thing— as useful as possible, as lowThe Ford Motor Company was

car for everyone.

founded, on June 16, 1903, in the hope the world was ready for the idea.

This year

To

is

the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Ford

us this anniversary has one meaning above

that this

is still

all

Motor Company.
others— it means

the kind of world in which a farm boy's useful idea can

gradually bring about a better way of

life

for millions of people.

Henry Ford brought only his idea, his car and his bare hands to
company fifty years ago. Then the pavements ended just outside the
cities, in dust tracks. Now the American Road means far more than a
the

vast network of highways.

It

is

a symbol of a never-ending search for

progress, peace and plenty for all mankind.

The Ford Motor Company,

in celebrating its

50th Anniversary,

dedicated to one simple proposition; the best along that road

is

is

yet to be.

Ford Motor Company
Fifty Years

Forward on The American Road

FORD . LINCOLN MERCURY CARS FORD TRUCKS AND TRACTORS
.
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Muffler
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Aumher

77 in the series

"Home

Life in
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enjoy
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ARTIST'S RECONSTRUCTION
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SHOWS ANCIENT LAKE DWELLER GUARDING HUT BUILT ON

PILE OF STONE.

UNDERWATER CAUSEWAY AT LEFT LEADS TO SHORE

IRELAND'S ANCIENT LAKE DWELLERS
The draining of Lough Gara reveals that

its

rocky 'islands' were man-made homesites of Stone Agers

Although the history of their land is a favorite suhject with Irishmen, no
one in Roscommon County gave any thought to the clusters of rocky islands in the lake called Lough Gara. But w hen a drainage project lowered
the lake level last vear, some relics of Ireland's ancient past turned up to
prove the islands an important archaeological find and turn the farmers
into amateur anthropologists. They have found stone weapons on the
islands used at least 1,500 years ago in the New Stone Age and metal
tools used by men during two later periods (p. 108). But the islands

TWO LOCAL MEN SEARCH AN

themselves were the most interesting find of all. They were man-made
platforms, built of pumpkin-sized stones stacked inside a ring of wood
pilings (drawing above). On them the ancient Irelanders built their
thatch-roofed huts and lived in the lake, safe from roaming animals.
Most of the lake dwellers commuted to shore in dugout canoes, but a
few added an ingenious safeguard. They built zigzag underwater causeways, then waded from shore to island. Strangers, unfamiliar with the
causew ays, w ould step off and sink into the boggy bottom of Lough Gara.

ISLAND PLATFORM FOR IMPLEMENTS LEFT BY ITS INHABITANTS. THIS ISLAND HELD FOUR OR FIVE HUTS.

IS

ONE OF

160 IN

LAKE

Ireland's Lake Dwellers CONTINUED

The

way

thousands of
physicians

and

dentists

recommend

Here's

Why.

Anacin®

is

like

prescription. That

a doctor's
is, Anacin

contains not one but a combination of medically proved
active ingredients. Anacin
specially

FAST,

compounded

is

to give

LONG LASTING

relief.

Don't wait. Buy Anacin today.

Mothersills"
The fast -acting
aid In preventing

and relieving
Travel Sickness

STRICTLY IN CONFIDENCE
—that's how millions of dog owners buy Rival
Dog Food! They choose it with the assurance
that it will feed their dogs best, and save them
money. "Meat-plus" formula. Chlorophyllin
added. Laboratory- tested, kennel- proved. Give
silky coat

—

»»-—*^e»

change

to

a»

RIVAL DOG FOOD
a* —»»-~^-m<

/CeepA/ert

A

Lift

ANCIENT DUGOUT,

leas!

lake,

are

one of 17 ramies found in the
was hollowed front a solid oak tree. It dates back at

to the MMh Century, possibly much earlier. Men
workmen from the drainage project who lound boats.

Without a Letdown

Before Fatigue "creeps up" on you
take a NoDoz Awakener. Helps you
become your normal, alert self in
minutes. Keep a package handy in
your car ... in your desk ... at home.

At your druggist.
USED AND APPROVED BY
MILLIONS SINCE 1933

LAKE DWELLER'S SKULL

AT CLOONLOO SCHOOL
Atk for

Economy Six*

HARMLESS AS COFFEE

class

and teacher look at animal bone they
found. Children found 160 stone tools,
an iron chain and a bronze spearhead.

oomiMim
106

crum-

bled until only this fragment remained.

on gain km

The age-old

secret of softer skin is true today! "It is well established that
develop very soft hands,"
sort wools in the urease torm
says F. Eugene Ackerman, President of the Wool Bureau.

men who

.

.

,

In the gentle hands of shepherds.,,

they found the clue to gentler shaving
much of

For centuries, people have known
that men who tended sheep had amazingly firm, smooth hands. And yet
this contradicted common sense:

How

a

this beneficial substance in

new ingredient — Lanotratf. 25 —

which

lets

irritating

you shave

your

2

the
1.

and scorching sun, have
and smooth?

the answer! A mysterious natural substance in the fleece of lambs and sheep
acted to prevent irritation in human
skin. This discovery has made possible one of the most important steps
forward in modern shaving
.

.

Actually increase water's ability to
penetrate and soften stubborn stubble
for closer shaves

—

And then someone came up with
2.

.

Protect your skin with a lubricant coatrazor across your face

.

dition your skin for
shaves to come.

clean, close shave."

"/

believe
is

it

to

be a distinct advantage."
is

Williams

c»*»~t.»«OTlATt»

^an*) t>- il- WJHS

Lather

files):

'soft-skin' feeling following
.

a liquid multistcrol extract which

factors in this product arc free sterols

new

.

M.D., Waterbury, Conn.

.

know a
.

•Lakotrate 21

NSUt

new Lanotratk 25 *

replying approved the inclusion

"Leaves no abrasions, no burning, gives

.

Leave active LanoT»ATt !S on the face —

are typical replies (actual letters in our

"Excellent for skin; in fact, I do not

.

Special Introductory Offer

Buy your choice of the new Williams
today. If you don't agree that it is what
you have wanted for years, mail the partially used container to us and we'll send
you your money back, plus postage.

Choose either of the new

251 skin specialists acclaim use of

Lanotrate 25 Here

.

Williams luxury shaving creams, Lathet
or Brushless— or the new Williams Instant
Lather, an automatic "push-button"
shave in the pressure can. See what a
difference you feel— see how your razor
glides across your cheek.

easily absorbed, to con-

.

90% of those

,

—for faster, more comfortable shaves

Registered skin specialists were asked what they thought of the

Williams Shaving Cream.

.

ing, ease the

3.

Now scientists confirm that discovery and concentrate 25 limes as

a

without

With active Lanotrate ? found only in
new IVilliams shaving creams, you:

could these men, tending flocks

in chill blasts

skin so clear

of

close

skin.

better shaving cream."
M.D., Water town, Mass.

.

.

.

M.D., Boston, Mass.

non-ionic, surface-active agent.

and related compounds.

The

active

Exclusive In Williams, Lanotrate**

is

available no matter which shave cream

prefer: Williams Lather, Williams Brushless,

you
and the new Williams Instant Lather.
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Ireland's Lake Dwellers CONTINUED

FALSE TEETH
Have

Often

m

I

/When
»

you whisper — Denture Breath
everyone you wear false teeth.

tell

2500 B.C.

a Certain Odor!

may

2.

When you
Breath

is

laugh, the odor of Denture
not so funny to those around youl

STONE AGE WEAPONS
center

i>

found on the islands include axes (top row). At
stone from which knife would he made and at bottom cutting tools.

500 B.C.
Soak plates daily — 15 minutes
i

fresh solution of Polident

Without harmful brushing, Polident cleans
your False Teeth — like no soap or toothpaste can. Recommended by more dentists than any other denture cleanser,
Polident is guaranteed to be the safest,
quickest, easiest way to keep plates naturally white, fresh and odor free or your

money

back. Get

it

lure

POUDCI.T
World's Largest Selling
Denture Cleanser

today.

CHRIS-CRAFT

know you can't offend. No Den
Breath— thanks to POLIDENT.

Smile and

or more
and water.

ECONOMY

SIZE

PACKAGE

BOAT KITS
for as
little

a*

*45

SAVE

Vi or more!
alio iOc size at chain phis and vaiiity stohs

Id assemble! Precul Philippine Mahogany purls,
Kir marine-plywood panels; brass fastenings; eom|H.nnd;
instructions. Wired from M.'t for 8-lt. Pram Kit. Many
more model* to 31 ft. Also, bunt trailer— only $MS (tM
catalog!
extra). Mail ce upoi today for

EASY

FREK

(Kit prices tptoted f.o.b. factory, subject to change

without notice.)

Skin Sufferers

Very first use of soothing cooling, liquid D.D.D.
Prescription positively relieves raw red itch—
caused by eczema, rashes, scalp irritation, chafing
other itch troubles. Greaseless, stainless.
43< trial buttle must satisfy or money back.
Ask vour druggist for P.P. D. PRESCRIPTION.

—

CORNS GO FAST!
Enjoy quick relief and speedily remove aching corns with aonlhint;,
cushioning, protective, worldfamous Dr. Sertoli's Z.ino-padsl

BRONZE AGE RELICS
two decorative

|)ins,

found were {from left) a bronze sword, a knife,
bronze ax head and chisel, a crooked bronze spearhead.

D-Scholls Zino-pads
I7-ft. Kit

COUGH E

Speedboat-$449

Kit also available assembled and painted,

DOCTORS
REPORT

$749

MENTHOL
BRINGS
Outboard Kiprr.. <'roi«r Kit Bout -S393
Kit also available asarmbled and painted, $S9S

18-rt.

RELIEF

WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS Of BOAT KITS
P»»*w IMS
tw IM * f» tt t

M

nm

WM

W

~"!

CHRIS-CRAFT CORPORATION

_

Algonac, Mich.
Send FREE Chrii-Craft

r*
Kit

Catalog

_ _ _

,

fc fc

•

K

Luden 'a contains eitra montholTTf.
ment hol in Luden's Menthol Cough Drops that
brings quick, effectivo

relief.

1

to:

Nam.
Add..,.
City

IRON AGE OBJECTS
an iron billhook

108

(center),

from the islands are two bronze pins {upper
two iron ax beads (right) and an iron farming

left)*

tool.

«Q J']

A BEAUTY COURSE

head to toe
cats grow andgrow.

F/»/w

in HEALTH,

full

a JOY to see your cat really at

of fun

...

handsome. And

that's

its

best...

your

re-

ward when you put your pet on a scientifically
balanced diet. You see beauty you never
dreamed of. not only in a glossier coat, but
in sparkling eyes and a sunny disposition.
Puss 'n Boots is a balanced diet... far
more perfect than any you can improvise.
It's

the choice of veterinarians

who've studied cat nutrition.

OUR

C

and breeders
fed by mil-

It's

CAN

WGOR, BEAUTY

a Puss 'n Boots diet, your cat quickly
shows the benefits of good nutrition
i

IN EVERY

.

On

Wit a

«ij

FOR KITTY

owners who have learned from
how much it will do for any cat

lions of pet

experience
of any age.

HERE'S

HOW

PUSS N BOOTS ADDS THE PLUS

It assures your cat of
and minerals it needs.

min D. Puss
found

'n

all
It's

the proteins, carbohydrates
a rich source of vital

V ita-

Boots provides the same nutrients

in costly liver,

kidney, beef, salmon and milk...

and provides them in better balance. Puss 'n Boots
is made from fresh-cauyht whole fish with selected
cereals

added ... no scraps or by-products or fillers. It's
made just for your cat. Get the convenient
8 oz. can or the 15 oz. economy size.

AT FAMILY

popular and w idely
loved Seal Point Siamese, intelligent, tnisehiexous and playful. ..yet always tl/f'eelionale pets
is lite

AMERICA'S LARGEST SELLING CAT FOOD
...ADDS THE PLUS IN HEALTH

AND BEAUTY

Coast Fiihcrics, Division of the Quaker Oats Co., Wilmington, California

New

Kind of Residential Awning Sweeping America

Awnings add to this
You can add the same style and distinction
your own home, even if you live in a block of
look-alike houses. Childers Awnings improve the
appearance of your home and give you year-*round
See the extra beauty that Childers

house.
to

Only Childers gives you the choice of
two different awning designs for residential windows
plus special canopies for doors, porches and patios.
You select the design you prefer for
your home.

protection at a price you can afford.
Because
they are 100% aluminum, you invest in a lifetime
awning beauty. You avoid the frequent repairs
and high replacement costs of ordinary wood or
cloth awnings that soon rot, fade or leak.

.

.

of

Ventilated

top

.

keeps

rooms 8° to 20° cooler,

Flattering

new

all-aluminum

Solid

No

Fice Sheetslats to leak.

Two designs

for

regular windows.

You take your choice

m^^mm^

add extra beauty and coolness
$10,000-to- $60,000 homes

—

new

to
100% Aluminum

or old

Won't rust away,
warp or rot.
Should last as long
as your home.

Keep your rooms 8 to 20° cooler, and
make your home look better, too, with
Childers All-Aluminum Awnings. The lowcost will amaze you. This is America's first
awning to be built by the same precision,
low-cost, production methods used in building your automobile or refrigerator. They
are Government-approved for FHA home
improvement loans. Can be installed on
your home for no money down and up to
three years to pay.
probably a Childers franchiscd
is
dealer nearby to give you a free estimate.

There

Call him; or
write us.
You can make more outdoor

living

Childers Patio Cover like
"living
it's

room"

space

this.

for at least six

yours for as

little

It

if

The Windsor

baked hard
enamel finish.

Childart Manufacturing

Houston

you don't know his name,

8,

months

of the

year

— and

ft.

SPECIAL

ALL-ALUMINUM
Co

Toxai

with a beautiful new
gives you an extra

as $2.45 a sq.

CHILDERS

Refrigerator-type

CHILDERS

DOOR CAHOPY
barmm t this winter-time

iTta. width
as

^""Xier^special

much as sota™
March 1 only.

»2f

until

Look

what

you

can

do

with

an

open

porch.

This Childers

Porch Canopy "dresses up" the front of this house,
adds greatly to its value. It also gives you more comand protection from the weather, both summer and

fort

winter.

The

cost

is

America's only complete

surprisingly low.

line

of ready-to-install

aluminum awnings

for

all

for doors;

for porches, patios, etc.

•

...

*
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TURNING HACK

O.N

MASSED CAMERAS TO FACE

STII.I.

ANOTHER,

I.AI1V

CAROLINE PERCY, A BRIDESMAID, MAKES POISED ENTRANCE TO EDINBURGH CATHEDRAE

SMALL AND GREAT LADIES SEE SCO
Tlir excitement

was almost more than

a 5-year-old could bear. Init I»idv

it off with style. She was a bridesmaid for the wedding of her Uncle Johnny. Earl of Dalkeith, heir to Scotland's Buccleuch
dukedom. Favorite of the royal family and godson of Queen Mary, the earl
was marrying .lain- McNeill, 22-year-old daughter of a long Kong law ycr.
Part of the excitement came because Princess Margaret, who only a vear

Caroline IVrcy carried

I

I

I

ISll

LOHI) PAKE

COMMONER BRIDE

ago was rumored engaged to the ear! herself, had come to see him marry
a commoner w ho had helped earn her own living as a dressmaker's model. It was all even more exciting because another guest was Queen Elizabeth herself the first recorded attendance of a British sovereign at a
Scottish wedding since 1603. Ill fact, next to the coronation, the wedding
was likely to prove the biggest social event in the British Isles in 1953.

—

—

CONTINUED ON NCXT PAGE
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ON FATHER'S ARM,

she leaves car at Si. Giles,

WITH HUSBAND,

she leaves after

first

Anglican

300

the greatest of Scotland's Presbyterian cathedrals.

weddUng permitted by the cathedral

TOP-HATTED GUESTS, who

reception. Buses were provided because street near

British aristocracy,

AT RECEPTION,
Rooms,"

included 600 of

crowd into buses

held

in

to

go to the

the city "Assembly

nobilily mingles with 1,000 workers

from

cathedral was too narrow for

many

in

years.

autos to park.

Buccleuch estates. One reason wedding was held in
Edinburgh was to make their attendance possible.

CONTINUEP ON

MCt

III
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Advertisement

YOU DON'T

have to he nn a low-sail dirt to enjoy llie wonderful lifl lemons
give food flavors. Soups, salads, meals, vegetables— even your breakfast eggs

A STARTLING

— are made

more

instantly

lemon. And lemon works

NEW TREND

food and
nutrition is the fast-increasing use of lemons
on the table as a means of cutting down on
salt. This new seasoning idea is of special
value to the millions of Americans on lowsalt and low-sodium diets. The real problem
of these diets, according to doctors and
in

home

economists, is to make unsalted foods
appetizing. Lemons, themselves virtually
salt-free,

are a wonderful help, patients find.

A

good squeeze of fresh lemon added at
the table transforms tasteless, unsalted foods
into delicious, tempting ones. The taste of
by the sharp tang and aromatic flavor of fresh lemons. Long recognized as an indispensable flavoring for pies,
salt is replaced

of low-salt diets

RECENT ESTIMATES place more than 10 mil-

OVERWEIGHT? Many

Americans on prescribed low-salt and lowsodium diets. Patients report that the use of
lemon as a table seasoning is a wonderful help
in cutting dow n on salt.

cutting

lion

salt

reducing diets recommend

down on salt. Seasoning with lemons instead of
makes reducing easier. Not only does it help you
lemon

lose weight faster, but a squeeze of tangy, fresh
gives new life to listless low-calorie foods.

flavorful,

this flavor

more

delirious with a pood squeeze of

magic with or without

salt.

and seafood, lemons
are now finding wide acceptance as an allpur post' table seasoning.
tomato

juice, tea, fish

"Use of lemon as a seasoning grows on
you," says Gertrude Austin. Sunkist Consumer Service Director. "The family in
which one member is on a low-sodium diet
tend to take up the lemon idea. They are
astonished to find how lemon enhances a
surprising variety of foods with or without
all

salt."

FREE BOOKLET! '"When the doctor says:
Cut down on salt." A helpful guide for
planning low-salt menus. Write Sunkist,
Box 2706, Terminal Annex,
Los Angeles 51, California.
Sec. 2701 A,

START YOUR FAMILY

on the lemon-seasoning habit. Sen'e a dish of plump, easy-to-squceze
wedges on the table morning, noon and night.

ADVERTISEMENT:

copyrighted by

Sunkist
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OFFICIAL PH0T0GRAP1IEK HAS

I

TRIALS

IIS

CONFUSION
efforts

to

reigns

in

pose the child

attendants for a wedding
pirture. Bride

and

Watch your Hps in winter weather. Always
use 'chap STICK' at the

first

sign

of lip-chap.

•CHAP STICK' for Double-quick

relief

bride-

groom are in the center.
The Duchess of Gloucester {at left, rear),

aunt of

hoth earl and the queen,
••months hair of her son.

Prince Richard. Photogra-

pher L. G. Craft (at front)
kneels with Alislair ISrncc.

'CHAP STICK'

is specially medicated,
specially soothing, and the only
antiseptic lip balm.

'CHAP STICK'— More

PEHSL'ASION,

as

fasting in results

exer-

cised by the photographer,

has group almost whipped
into shape. Oueen Klizabelli has taken seat Itehind

photographer who is posing Ladv Caroline Percy
with her (lowers. Princess

Margaret

is

sitting at the

right, smiling

toward Lady

Victoria Percy, 3, and Wil-

liam 1-egge (seated, center).

For young and old, there is nothing like
'CHAP STICK' for lips dried and
cracked by wintry weather.
'CHAP STICK'— ixtra toothing

Make it a family custom to buy a
"Personalized"* 'chap stick' for
everyone in the house— each is individually marked for quick identification. Millions in every

walk of

life think of 'CHAP STICK* first, for
lips. Take it
with you wherever you go. Say
"no" to substitutes.

dry, chapped, cracked

FINAL TOUCH is given
by Craft before taking picture. At Iwck ifrnm the
left)

are Dalkeith s father,

the

Duke

m For hands that work, there's
nothing like CHAP-ANS
the man's hand cream.

-

of Buccleuch,

John
McNeill, Duke and Duchbride's mother, Mrs.

ess

of Gloucester,

bride

ami bridegroom, Duke of
Kdinhurgli, |«>t man John
Synge, the bridegroom's
mother and bride s father.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACC
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FROM THE RAIN BARREL

HE

THE RIGHT IDEA!
Now you can have

a really close,

wonderfully comfortable shave

even

in

• Why

—

the hardest water

Granddad so often take

did

the trouble to get water from the
rain barrel for his shave?

.

.

Because rain water is soft water
and the softer the water, the
.

wetter your whiskers and the better

shave you

get.

Today, with the new Glider Instant
Brushless you get a good shave
without using rain water! Glider Instant has a special wetting agent that
does a better job than the softest
rain water!
Results?

drug counters now. And in spite
does there's no increase
So get your tube of the

all

Better than the softest rain water!

With new Glider Instant

Brushless your beard is conditioned
to let you shave fast as you want

of

—

all it

in price!

new

Glider Instant
Try the

— today!

new Glider— FREE

You'll find a real difference in the

new

Glider Instant

— the

brushless

shaving cream that soaks beards
"rain-water" soft on contact.

We're

we

so sure you'll like

it

that

you

and your
and close as you need
skin has unbelievable freedom from

this chance to try it
send your name and
address to The J. B. Williams Co.,

the razor

Dept. LG-17, Glastonbury, Conn.

.

.

.

s irtitation.

You'll find this wonderful

new

Glider Instant Brushless Shave at

give

free:

Just

We'll send you a Guest Size tube,
absolutely free, by return mail.

Gl

VISI)

a path

OE IIONOK,

kilted police

hand-men.

line

up

at

reception to clear

toward wedding cake after newly-wed.-, spent two hours in receding

line.

Better ThanfttBeer?

That depends on your

taste!

we brew both beer and
and each is mighty popular. But
more and more people are telling us
At

Carling's

ale

—

Carling's Red Cap Ale gives them
more pleasure than any beer they
ever tasted. They say it's light and

dry as the smoothest beer, yet with
thatextra flavor that "heart" which
only a fine ale can provide. They call

—

the "light-hearted" ale.
Tonight, why not try it yourself?
See whether you are one of those who
find Carling's Red Cap Ale tastes
it

even better than beer!

WEDDING CAKE

BETTER THAN BEER? TRY CARLING'S RED CAP ALE AND SEE!
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have

confronts couple.

Numb

after shaking 1,6(X) hand-, the]

difficulty cutting into confection, four feet tall

and weighing 175 pounds.

"GET

ACQUAINTED"^

0^

DAYS

8

1
Starts Friday J*" '

|f

ends Saturday

FAMOUS

SIL-O-ETTE
PANTY GIRDLES
REDUCED FOR THIS SALE ONLY!

DRESS-TIGHTS

SPORT-TIGHTS

$
Regularly

0.69
.69
K,^^

Here's your

$5.50

it

money saving opportunity

to get

acquainted with fabulous

fitting

panty girdles!

Sil-o-ette

And

4^9

Regularly

$4-50

couldn't be timed

a smooth

line

from hip

Dress-Tights are

famous

more

to thigh

perfectly because the
.

.

.

and

new

that's exactly

fashion trend

demands

what Sport-Tights and

OUTSTANDING
•

line like

They're

no other foundation garment you've ever worn
incomparable values at regular prices

.

.

eight

.

I

them once and

Long leg streamlines your

to

coast sale.

Try

low on waistline to prevent

rolling]

'

Fit

•

Patented design perfecly conforms to the

'

Famous contour crotch eliminates
no binding ... no riding up!

wear them

you'll

ihighline, eliminating fleshy

and chafing!

thigh-line bulges

practically a gift during this

day coast

SIL-O-ETTE FEATURES

your thigh-

fori Their extra leg length really streamlines

'

forever after!

Made

lines of the

all strain

... no

of long stretch Len-o-Lastic, with nylon

body I

cutting

added

.

.

.

tot

quick drying I
•

•

SIZED BY HIP MEASURE

Crotch made of rayon
and comfortl

No

tricot, for

greater absorption

bones, no hooks, no zippers!

At Leading Department and Specialty Store!

in Knit

Underwear or Conet D»parim*nt

(Widest Part of Body)

TO ASSURE PERFECT

HIP
34

36

WE

WILL FILL YOUR MAIL ORDER THROUGH YOUR
NEAREST DEALER IF NOT POSTMARKED AFTER JAN. 31

FIT

SIZES
38

-

40

SIL-O-ETTE

42

UNDERWEAR CO.

My

JAMAICA 35,

Waist Measure

SPORT -TIGHTS

.

.

NEW YORK

Hip Measure Widest Part

DRESS-TIGHTS ...

at $3.69

at $4.49

TEAROSE and WHITE

TEAROSE

WHITE

TEAROSE

WHITE

j

Enclosed

DRESS-TIGHTS

Mode

with

latin

is

Add

$

™

Sales Tax,

—to

~
if

any,

in

your

cover order.

city or state.

panel for firmer tummy control.
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MISCELLANY

HERE COMES THE LITTLE CROCODILE
\X lien this lialiy was being l>nrn. the mother was. fortuI. (KM) miles away.
Twelve weeks before she hail laid
16 eggs on an island in Luke Vic toria in Afriea. where they
were found by a British naturalist and dispatched hv plane
to the London zoo. Six of the eggs hatched on the plane
during the 24-hour (light, the others within a few days

nately.

after arriving at the zoo. This little whippersnapper, who
to snap, look 10 hours to
wriggle himself out of the 3'i-ineh shell in which he had
been coiled. Crocodiles keep growing all their lives, and
this one. if he has his normal life span of 75 years and
gets his normal growth, may wind up being 17 feet long.

measured 10 inches from whip
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What made
Milwaukee
change
No

its

doubt about

it...

mind ?

modern times and modern

have changed Milwaukee's mind about

Now,

year after year, Blatz

is

Milwaukee ... far and away the

in

taste-

beer.

the largest-selling beer

favorite in

the city where nearly three-quarters of the country's wonderful

So

lift

a glass of Blatz tonight.

When

you do,

"I'm from Milwaukee and
it's

Sec

Amos

'n'

AnJy on CBS-TV.

.

1

you'll join the

premium

beers are brewed!

growing millions of Americans who

sing:

ought to know,

BlatZ, BLitz, BLttz,

wherever you go."

.consult newspaper for time and channel.

haii §as*i»«

co..mi.'**uittc, hi*..a

mwiu

of

ichi^st

inoustries. imc,

THEY SATISFY^
"FOR 25 YEARS I've been a steady Chesterfield
smoker/' says prominent tobacco farmer Pearsall
L.

Rogers. "They

and make

buy the world's best tobaccos

the world's best cigarette."

V^&kU

AND NOW- CHESTERFIELD

MULLINS,

S. C.

FIRST

TO GIVE YOU SCIENTIFIC FACTS
IN SUPPORT OF SMOKING
A responsible consulting organization reports a study
by a competent medical specialist and staff on the effects of
smoking Chesterfields. For six months a group of men and
women smoked only Chesterfield— 10 to 40 a day-their normal
amount. 45 percent of the group have smoked Chesterfields
from one to thirty years for an average of ten years each.
At the beginning and end of the six- months, each smoker was
given a thorough examination including X-rays, and covering
the sinuses, nose, ears and throat. After these
examinations,
the medical specialist stated
.

"It is

my opinion

organs of

all

.

that the ears, nose, throat

participating subjects

and accessory
examined by me were

not adversely affected
in the six-months period

by smoking the cigarettes

provided."

Remember

this report

and buy Chesterfieldsregular or king-size.

KING-SIZE

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR
CHESTERFIELD _ EITHER

WAY YOU

LIKE

'EM

(Tga^ETTES)

©ARETES
0

*

CONTAINS TOBACCOS OF

BETTER QUALITY AND HIGHER
PRICE THAN ANY OTHER

KING-SIZE CIGARETTE
LWtttl

l

-.las Tos.cco CO

Bay CHESTERFIELDS Milder
Capynghl

195?,

boat" A

MnN Tomcco Co.

Copyrigr

